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TURCICA: CANONS OU RÈGLEMENTS DE SULTAN SÉLIM II À SON RETOUR À CONSTANTINOPLE 

APRÈS UNE VICTOI[RE] COMPLETTE SUR LES ALLEMANDS, CONCERNANT LES ODGIAKS ET 

CASERNES DES JANISSAIRES. TRADUIT DE L'IDIOME TURC EN IDIOME FRANÇAIS PAR JEAN 

BAPTE ADANSON 
 

 

A unique manuscript French translation of an unpublished Turkish text with valuable information on Janissaries in 

the 16th century in Turkey, was written by a French Orentalist and translator Jean-Baptiste Adanson. 

 

 

 

Author: Jean-Baptiste Louis ADANSON (1732 - 1803), Translator. 

Place and Year: [Probably Constantinople, early 1750s]. 

Technique: Small 4° (21,5 x 16,5 cm). MANUSCRIPT on paper, [40] manuscript title and 64 pages with manuscript 

(others blank), stitched, later paper wrappers, in a marbled paper box (Very Good, some staining to right-hand margin of 

first 3 leaves, not affecting text) 

Code: 65893 

 

The manuscript in French language is a translation of an unpublished Turkish hand-written text on Janissaries in the 

16th century, under the rule of Selim II (1524 –1574). 

The Janissaries were a special elite infantry units that formed the Ottoman Sultan's household troops, bodyguards and 

the first modern standing army in Europe. The members of the Janissaries were mostly kidnapped Christian boys and 

slaves (the Muslims were not allowed to enslave other Muslims), who had to convert to Islam and undergo a strict 

military training. As soldiers they received a high salary and were enjoying a special social status, but were not allow to 

marry nor grow beards.  

By the 18th century they lost their military character. The corps was abolished by Sultan Mahmud II in 1826, when the 

Janissaries revolted against the Sultan.  

This text includes valuable information on the rules by Sultan Selim II about the odgiaks (regiments) and barracks of the 

Janissaries after the wars on the Balkans against the Holy Roman Empire, which lead to a treaty of 1568 with 

Maximilian II. The Janissaries first revolted against Selim II, who eventually left his Balkan affairs to his Grand 

Vizier, Mehmed Sokollu, a native of what is now Bosnia and Herzegovina and a Janitssary himself.  

The text was translated from Turkish by a French orientalist and translator Jean-Baptiste Adanson, and was probably 

made during his stay in Constantinople in the early 1750s, when he was perfecting his language and was studying to 

become an official translator to the French diplomats.  

  

Jean-Baptiste Adanson - Orientalist, Egyptologist, Artist  
 

Jean-Baptiste Adanson was born in Paris in 1732 to a family of Scottish descent. He was a younger brother of a 

famous botanist and naturalist Michel Adanson (1727 – 1806). 

  



After a study of oriental languages in Paris, he live in Constantinople in the early 1750, where he perfectioned his 

Turkish. 

After that Jean-Baptiste Adanson travelled to the Middle East and North Africa as an official translator, or dragoman, to 

the French diplomats. Adanson was in Aleppo in 1754, in Thessaloniki in 1758, in Tripoli in 1774, an in Tunis in 1785, 

where he became a dragoman and chancellor of the consulate. Six years later he became a dragoman and a consul in 

Alexandria, Egypt. He died in Tunis on November 5, 1803.  

Jean-Baptist Adanson was a superb dragoman and an excellent amateur artist, who commemorated his travels with 

drawings, most famous being those of flora, fauna, and Egyptian ruins. Some of his illustrations were published in 

Charles Fonton’s work Essai sur la musique orientale comparée à la musique européenne (Essays on Oriental Music in 
comparison to European Music), which was issued in Constantinople, in 1751.  

The first article on Adanson and his attribution to Egyptology as well as on his artistic skills was written in 1899 by 

Ernest-Théodore Hamy. 

  

Provenience: From the collection of Şefik Atabey, one of the most prominent collectors of Ottoman books. The 

collection was sold at Sotheby’s in London in 2002.  

  

References: Ernest-Théodore Hamy, Un égyptologue oublié, Jean-Baptiste Adanson (1732-1804), Académie des 

Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres, 1899, Vol. 43  No. 6, pp. 738-746; Jason Thompson, Wonderful Things: A History of 

Egyptology: 1: From Antiquity to 1881, 2015, p. 85. 
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SRI LANKA (CEYLON): [UNTITLED MANUSCRIPT MILITARY MAP FOCUSING ON THE INTERIOR 

OF CEYLON (SRI LANKA), ESPECIALLY THE KINGDOM OF KANDY]. 
  

 

Of great historical importance – a fine original manuscript that is one of the earliest known detailed and broadly 

accurate maps of the interior of Ceylon (Sri Lanka), focusing on the territories of the Kingdom of Kandy, drafted by 

an anonymous British military engineer, predicated upon pioneering reconnaissance undertaken in the period just 

before and during the Uva Rebellion (1817-8), following which Britain annexed Kandy and assumed control of the 

entire island; apparently the seminal source for John Davy’s groundbreaking printed map of the island; bound 

within a an example of Robert Fellowes’ ‘The History of Ceylon’. 

 

Author: Anon. [Perhaps John FRASER (1790 - 1862) or his Circle]. 

Place and Year: [Ceylon, circa 1817 - 1818]. 

Technique: 
Code: 65901 

 

Manuscript: pen and ink and watercolour, with pencil, on laid paper watermarked ‘G L Paine 1813’, mounted upon 

contemporary linen, folding and bound into the book cited below, Fellowes’ The History of Ceylon, between Part 1, pp. 

1 and 2 (Excellent, clean and bright with lovely original colours), 31 x 47.5 cm (12 x 19 inches). 

  

[Map bound into an example of a book:] 

  

[Robert FELLOWES (1770 - 1847)]. 
  

The History of Ceylon, From the Earliest Period to the Year MDCCCXV... By Philalethes... To Which is Subjoined, 

Robert Knox’s Historical Relation of the Island, with An Account of his Captivity During A Period of Near Twenty 

Years. 

  

London: For Joseph Mawman by J.F. Dove, 1817. 

  
4° (28 x 22.5 cm / 11 x 9 inches): Collation Complete - [2 Parts:] xxii, 341; [1], viii, 383, plus 15 full page plates and 1 

folding map of Ceylon (43 x 27 cm / 17 x 10.5 inches) contemporarily mounted upon linen [+ Aforementioned Mss. 

Map]; bound with original half calf with gilt tooling to spine (Good, text overall clean with only a couple light stains to 

a few pages and a few neat contemporary annotations in pen to latter pages of Part 1; some spotting to some plates, 

pronounced spotting to printed map of Ceylon; binding re-backed retaining most of original spine). 

  

This highly important original manuscript is one of the earliest known surviving maps to give a broadly accurate and 

detailed rendering of the southern interior of Ceylon (modern Sri Lanka), with a special focus on the traditional 

heartland of the legendary Kingdom of Kandy.  The map was drafted by a British military cartographer, almost certainly 

just before or during the Uva Rebellion (1817-8), the final showdown between Kandy and Britain, upon which the latter 

utterly vanquished the former, absorbing its territory into British Ceylon.  The mapmaker is unknown, but circumstantial 

evidence suggests that it could quite plausibly have been Captain John Fraser, a military cartographer who worked  



closely under the supervision of Governor Sir Robert Brownrigg (in office, 1812-20), the ‘carto-literate’ supreme 

commander of the British forces during the rebellion.  Importantly, the map appears to be either the seminal source, or 

closely related to the seminal source, of John Davy’s 1821 map, which is the first printed map to give an accurate 

portrayal of the interior of Ceylon.  The present map deserves to be the focal point of future archival research in 

Columbo and London, which will hopefully yield more detail as to authorship and the precise circumstances of its 

creation. 

  

The map embraces a latitudinal cross-section of Ceylon, embracing the island south of a line roughly running across 

from Puttalam to Batticaloa, save for the southernmost extremities of the island.  While large stretches of the east and 

west coasts are delineated, and several key coastal settlements are labeled (ex. Colombo, Negombo, etc.), the focus of 

the map is on the interior, namely the heartland of the Kingdom of Kandy, which is expressed in far greater detail than 

the coastal areas.  

  

The hitherto mysterious Kandyan domains are here revealed in impressive detail and accuracy.  All of the traditional 

Kandyan noble fiefdoms, or districts, are named and outlined in their own attractive hues.  All major cities and towns 

are labeled, as are British military outposts (represented by the symbol of red diamond).  The city of Kandy, the ultimate 

British military target, is located near the centre of the map.  The region’s major rivers are delineated, while some 

topographical features, such as the holy mountain of Adam’s Peak, are depicted.  Critically, the region’s elaborate 

network of roads is carefully outlined.  

  

All considered, the style and the nature of the content of the map clearly indicates that it was made by a military 

cartographer, as it clearly expresses all the salient details necessary for the cartography of military movement.  Given its 

impressive level of detail and accuracy, the map would have been considered immensely valuable to British army 

officers as they led their men ever deeper into the famously perilous interior, in the hopes of conquering Kandy.  

  

The map is not predicated upon a precise, trigonometrical survey, but seems to have been created from an itinerary 

survey, by which the cartographer formed a picture of the region’s general typography by ascertaining the true locations 

of key base-points, followed by tracing the courses and measuring the lengths of the roads in between.  While not as 

precise as trigonometric surveys, if done competently, as executed here, the technique yields a map of decent 

planimetric accuracy. 

  

The map is drafted on paper watermarked ‘G L  Paine 1813’, and the ink, colouring and the style of draftsmanship 

employed is consistent with the period in question.  The map was contemporarily mounted upon linen and bound within 

a copy of Robert Fellowes’ The History of Ceylon (London, 1817). 

  

The present map is an extraordinary survivor.  All original manuscript maps of Ceylon from the early British colonial 

period are extreme rarities.  Many of such maps drafted during this time were made for practical use in the field, and in 

such a tropical climate have an especially low survival rate.  Indeed, amazingly few manuscript maps are thought to be 

preserved, even in institutional holdings.  We are not aware of any other original military manuscripts pertaining to the 

Kandyan Wars as having appeared on the market in the last several decades.  The map is inarguably of considerable 

historical interest, as it is one of the first maps to reveal the nature of the heart of what is today Sri Lanka, shedding light 

on the military campaign that brought down the last independent Sinhalese state, ushering in complete British 

dominance over the island.  Hopefully, future research will reveal the full significance of the map. 

  

The John Davy Connection 
Crucially, the present manuscript map appears to have been the seminal source for John Davy’s A Map of 
Ceylon (1821), which features the most accurate rendering of the interior of the island which appeared on any published 

map to date.  Please see link: 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/e3/Map_of_the_island_of_Ceylon_Wellcome_L0047915.jpg 

A comparison of the present manuscript and Davy’s map shows an unmistakably close resemblance in their mutual 

content, especially with respect to the placement of roads, towns, forts as well as the delineation and naming of the 

district boundaries and the courses of rivers.  Davy obviously copied his depiction of the Kandyan interior from the 

present manuscript, or another map that was from the same antecedent. 

John Davy (1790 - 1868) was a physician and amateur chemist who was the younger brother of the celebrated chemist 

Sir Humphrey Davy.  Although overshadowed by his sibling, he eventually became quite well known in his own right 

for his scientific discoveries.  He spent much of his career serving in various British colonies around the world.  From 

August 1816 to February 1820, Davy served on the medical staff of the British Army in Ceylon, often travelling in the 

company of Governor Brownrigg. 

Upon Davy’s return to England, he wrote An Account of the Interior of Ceylon, and of Its Inhabitants: With Travels in 
that Island (London 1821), which is significantly the first detailed and credible published overview of the geography, 

social and natural history of the Kingdom of Kandy.  Davy’s A Map of Ceylon appeared within the book, and the author 

asserts the groundbreaking nature of the map, as well as revealing its sources as being original manuscript material 

given to him by Governor Brownrigg:  

“It is with great pleasure that I avail myself of this opportunity to express my grateful acknowledgments to Governor 
General Sir Robert Brownrigg, and to Lady Brownrigg, for many favours conferred on me during my residence in 

Ceylon. I have to return thanks in particular for the kind manner in which the Governor encouraged and promoted my 
pursuits, afforded me every facility of obtaining information, and allowed me the use of many curious documents. To 

him I am indebted for the …materials from which, with a little alteration, the new map attached to this work has been 

formed, and which, without hesitation, may be pronounced the best that has ever yet appeared of 
Ceylon.” (Davy, Interior of Ceylon, p. vii). 

 

Narrowing the Field towards Discovering the Mapmaker 
The maker of the present map and the exact circumstance of its creation remains enigmatic, although it is possible to 

form some highly plausible explanations.  The style of the map, as well as the nature and considerable detail of its 
content indicates that it was made by a military surveyor in the period running up or during the Uva Rebellion (1817-

8).  The map is far too detailed to have been executed during the Second Kandyan War (1815) and clearly reflects the 

advanced geographical reconnaissance conducted by the British Army as it was accomplished up to around 1817.  The 

map was quite plausibly made by Captain James Fraser, a surveyor attached to the Quartermaster General’s Department, 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/e3/Map_of_the_island_of_Ceylon_Wellcome_L0047915.jpg


who often worked in close contact with Governor Brownrigg.  It likewise could have also been executed by another 

mapmaker within Fraser’s immediate circle.   

During the period in question, two different corps of British surveyors were actively engaged in a reconnaissance of the 

southern interior of Ceylon – one being civilian and the other being military.  

First, Gualterus Schneider, the Surveyor General of Ceylon, led a team of civilian surveyors to map aspects of the 

Kandyan Kingdom, primarily during the 1815 – 1817 interbellum period.  Their main purpose was to assess the region 

for British colonial expansion, through mapping property boundaries and drafting plans of buildings.  Some years later, 

Schneider formed a cartographic impression of the Kandyan interior, partly built on these interbellum sources, which he 

integrated into his A New and Correct Map of the Island of Ceylon (London, 1822).  However, Schneider’s depiction of 

the Kandyan interior of Ceylon bears little resemblance to the portrayal of the same region as showcased on the present 

manuscript map; the prior being of markedly inferior accuracy.  Thus, Schneider and his associates can be conclusively 

discounted as being the creators of the present map.  

Rather, the present map shows the priorities of the cartography of military movement, with the clear delineation of the 

road system, passes, towns and forts, and was obviously made by an army surveyor.  During the period running through 

both the Second Kandyan War and the Uva Rebellion, British military mapmakers were intensively engaged in 

reconnaissance of the Kingdom of Kandy.  As many as 36 officers of Royal Engineers, plus their assistants, were 

employed in the region at various occasions throughout this period, an unusually large complement relative to the 

overall size the army.  During the early part of this period, the Royal Engineer Corps in Ceylon were led by Captain 

John Hobbs, while latterly they were commanded by Lieutenant Colonel Henry Evatt.  Importantly, while the Royal 

Engineers in Ceylon were known to have executed some regional itinerary surveys of the Kandyan interior during this 

period, they were primarily engaged in conducting site-specific surveys, such as making plans of key mountain passes, 

fortifications and towns.  To the best of our knowledge, none of the members of the Royal Engineers Corps drafted a 

general map of the interior of Ceylon with the same scope and level of detail as depicted upon the present manuscript. 

In addition to the military mapmakers formally attached to the Royal Engineers, the Ceylon army’s Quartermaster 

General’s Office employed a number of mapmakers.  One of these figures is of particular interest to our inquiry, Captain 

(later Lieutenant General) John Fraser (1790 - 1862), who served throughout the Uva Rebellion as the Aide-de-Camp to 

Governor Brownrigg, and subsequently as the Deputy Assistant Quarter Master General.  He was a competent 

reconnaissance mapmaker and, from 1816 to 1818, was known to have conducted extensive general surveys of the 

Kingdom of Kandy, with special attention to the roads systems on the locations of key settlements and 

fortifications.  Fraser forged a particularly close relationship with Brownrigg, undertaking mapping assignments for a 

governor was known to possess a remarkably keen interest in cartography. 

It thus seems highly plausible, if not likely, that the present map was drafted by John Fraser, or someone in his 

immediate circle.  The nature of Fraser’s surveys accords to the present map, his work was highly valued by Brownrigg, 

and so it would be reasonable to assume that manuscript maps drafted by of for Fraser (perhaps including the present 

manuscript) would have been amongst the “many curious documents” and “materials” that the governor gave to John 

Davy.  Moreover, Fraser and Davy were directly acquainted, having travelled extensively together as part of the 

gubernatorial party.  Unfortunately, we have not been able to locate the current location any of Fraser’s manuscript maps 
from this period.  Until such a time as one can locate and inspect such manuscripts, this present map’s relationship to 

Fraser cannot be confirmed or disproven.   

It is worth noting that, beyond his mapping activities, Fraser was a formidable combat fighter, earning the nickname 

‘Cheetah’ (or ‘Kotiya’ in Sinhalese) from the Kandyans.  Fraser spent the rest of his life in Ceylon, rising to become the 



most senior army officer on the island, as well as a major plantation owner.  From 1821 to 1833, he was heavily 

involved in further surveys of the interior of Ceylon, including those related to the massive road construction projects 

mandated by the colonial government.  Fraser eventually published a great eight-sheet wall map, Map of the Island of  
Ceylon incorporating that of the Kandyan Provinces already published ... by Major General John Fraser, late Deputy 

Quarter Master General (London: John Arrowsmith, 1856), that was the first ultra-large scale, broadly accurate map of 

the island.  Given that this work appeared at a relatively late date for such a map of a long-held major British possession, 

it significantly “removed the stigma attached to Ceylon as being the most imperfectly surveyed and mapped British 

Colony” (Barrow, ‘Surveying in Ceylon during the Nineteenth Century’, p. 86). 

  
The Map, Bound into an example of Robert Fellowes’ The History of Ceylon 

  
That the present map survives is likely due only to the fact that it was bound within an example of the editio princeps of 

Robert Fellowes’ The History of Ceylon (London, 1817), and seems to have been placed within the book not too long 

after its publication.  The book, with the present manuscript map bound in, is presented here unaltered from how it has 

been preserved for many generations.  

  

Fellowes’ The History of Ceylon is today considered to be a classic work of the early British colonial era in Ceylon.  It 

consists of two parts: the first was penned under the name ‘A. M. Philalethes’, a pseudonym for Robert Fellowes (1770 

– 1847).  Fellowes was an Anglican minister and very wealthy philanthropist who primarily wrote on religious 

subjects.  His interest in the life of Buddha led him towards a fascinating with Ceylon, motivating him to write the 

present book.  Even though Fellowes never stepped foot on the island, he was a fine researcher and his history is highly 

readable, generally reliant upon authoritative sources. 

  

The second part, is a complete reprint of Robert Knox’s An Historical Relation of the Island Ceylon (originally 

published, London, 1681), one of the most important early histories of Sri Lanka, described as a “lively picture of the 

state of the country and manners of the people”.  Notably, the present book includes re-engraved versions of the 

attractive plates which appeared in the original edition. 

  

Fellowes’ work incudes a folding map of the island, Ceylon according to the Latest Surveys (1816), while although a 

fine work, is predicated upon earlier sources than the present manuscript map, featuring a far less detailed depiction of 

the Kandyan interior. 

  

Curiously, the latter part of Fellowes’ text features a few neat contemporary manuscript additions and corrections in 

pen.  While a handwriting comparison is somewhat challenging, it seems quite likely the draftsman of the manuscript 

map was the same individual who penned the manuscript annotations within the book.  Perhaps the mapmaker bound the 

manuscript within the book in order to preserve it, forming a truly special keepsake. 

  

Historical Context: The Kandyan Wars & Cartography 

  
The present manuscript map was drafted by a military surveyor during the final, decisive campaign that saw Britain 

utterly vanquish the Kingdom of Kandy, so becoming the first European power to assume control over the entirety of 

Ceylon.  This was a turning point in Sri Lankan history, ending a three-century long contest by Westerners to capture the 

heart of island. 

The Kingdom of Kandy, established in 1469, was a mighty Sinhalese nation, based in the eponymous city, located deep 

in the interior of Ceylon.  Not long after its foundation, the kingdom rose to become a great power, controlling much of 

the heart of the island, and occasionally occupying coastal territories.  The Kandyans successfully resisted multiple 

attempts by the Portuguese (who maintained a presence in coastal Ceylon from 1505 to 1658), and later, the Dutch East 

India Company (who controlled much of coastal Ceylon from 1640 to 1796) to challenge their dominance of the 

interior.  

  

The key to Kandy’s security was the unique geography of the southern interior of Ceylon, combined with the Kandyans’ 

brilliant exploitation of their natural environment in times of war.  Sivasundaram notes that “A mid-nineteenth century 

historian of Ceylon wrote that the mountains in the centre of the island formed a ‘species of natural circular fortification’ 

which allowed the Kandyans to defy European modes of warfare for three centuries” (Sivasundaram, pp. 931-

2).  Indeed, the interior of southern Sri Lanka consists of an immense, high and rugged crown of mountains, permeated 

only by a small number of difficult passes.  Additionally, the terrain is covered with dense tropical jungle, interspersed 

with swamps.   

Major Arthur Johnston of the Third Ceylon Regiment, recalled “The usual technology of the compass could… provide 

no assistance…it being impossible to march in a direct line through a thick forest, intersected in many places by rivers 

and swamps”.  It was a herculean, if not an impossible, task for a European army to traverse the hundreds of miles of 

mountains, jungles and swamps.  Moreover, even if an expedition managed to enter the heart of Ceylon, its members 

soon found themselves vulnerable to deadly diseases.  The early commentator, Robert Percival, observed of the interior 

of the island that the “excessive thickness of the woods ... causes heavy fogs and unwholesome damps to prevail ... 

hence the night is constantly attended with excessive cold damps, which are succeeded by days equally noxious from 

their hot and sultry vapours”.  The result was often “hill or jungle fever” which would render a large European force 

completely immobile and powerless within only a few days (Sivasundaram, p. 932). 

The Kandyans were always keenly aware of the natural advances of their homeland.  They knew that, more than 

virtually anywhere else, that geographical knowledge was power, and the key the survival of their kingdom.  Whenever 

foreigners visited their country, even those invited from friendly states, they were specifically forbidden from drawing 

maps, and were searched on their way out of the country for any materials that contained geographical information.  The 

Kandyans constantly guarded all of the mountain passes that bordered their realm, making a clean approach into their 

territory impossible.  Their solders were masters of frontier guerrilla warfare, and specifically knew how to use the 

terrain to trap and ambush much larger and better armed forces.  The Kandyans also operated an impressive network of 

spies and agents who foiled many a European invasion.  Notably, the Kandyans, on several recorded occasions, ensured 

that the Europeans were furnished with guides who were in fact “in the pay of the enemy”, guaranteeing that the 

invaders were soon hopelessly “tangled…in the forest”. 

  

During the French Revolutionary War, the Dutch Republic became a client state of France, Britain’s mortal enemy.  In 

1795-6, British forces deployed from India to successfully conquer the Dutch possessions in coastal Ceylon.  Unlike the 

Dutch, who after unsuccessfully attempting to vanquish Kandy, were content to occupy isolated trading posts and forts 

along the coast, the British aimed to make Ceylon an integral part of their empire.  The British sought to politically and 



economically control all of the island, such that the Kandyan Kingdom had to be either reduced to a protectorate or 

utterly vanquished. 

Once the British had fully consolidated their control over coastal Ceylon, they turned their sights squarely upon 

Kandy.  They were encouraged by the arrival in Colombo of Pilimatalawe, a disaffected Kandyan cabinet minister, who 

promised to show the British army a commodious route through the mountains towards the city of Kandy.  

  

During what became known as the First Kandyan War (1803-5), the British proved to be utterly naïve, ignoring the 

warnings of the elderly Dutch veterans who remained on the island.  Relying excessively on the guidance of 

Pilimatalawe (whose intelligence proved utterly useless), they sent several large military expeditions into the interior, 

with virtually no knowledge of the terrain.  Sivasundaram notes that “In 1803, when the British waged war with the 

Kandyans, the lack of accurate maps proved perilous…” 

  

The British contempt for the natural environment and their underestimation of their opposition was severely 

punished.  The Kandyans tricked the invading armies into marching into lethal traps.  In one instance, a large British 

force was almost entirely picked off, leaving only four survivors.  While the British side rallied and counter-attacked, 

these operations proved fruitless.  Britain was compelled to forgo its ambition of conquering Kandy for another decade. 

  

In the period following their defeat at the hands of the Kandyans, the British carefully monitored the political situation 

within the interior kingdom.  They benefited from the wealth of intelligence gained by John d’Oyly, a British civil 

servant, who ran an amazingly effective spy ring.  

By 1813-4, it became clear that not all was well at the court of the Kandyan ruler, Sri Vikrama Rajasinghe.  The king 

had become increasingly paranoid and had fallen out with many of his key courtiers, executing several of them.  His rule 

was widely considered to be a reign of terror, and some key Kandyan stakeholders came to prefer the prospect British 

suzerainty over the country to the regime of their own monarchy.  A large group of Kandyan noblemen and generals 

secretly defected to the British side.  

During what became known as the Second Kandyan War (1815), Governor Robert Brownrigg moved in for the kill.  He 

ensured that his force was provided with reliable Kandyan guides, and his force included two dozen members of the 

Royal Engineers, plus several other mapmakers (including John Fraser) to map the main transport corridors as they were 

traversed.  John Davy remarked that until this reconnaissance “the Kandyan provinces have been almost a terra 

incognita.  It is only since we have had possession of the country that it has been in our power to investigate its 

geography.” (Davy, Interior of Ceylon, p. 6).  

After meeting only scant resistance, the British seized the capital city of Kandy, instantly deposing Sri Vikrama 

Rajasinghe.  It was widely recognized that the success of the campaign was primarily made possible by the improved 

level of British geographical knowledge of the country.  As Captain De Bussche, the Deputy Adjutant General of the 

Army recalled, “the different divisions of the army” relied heavily upon the “excellent charts, and the most distinct 

information respecting the strengths of the passes leading into the interior.” (Sivasundaram, p. 933).  

On March 2, 1815, Governor Brownrigg and the cooperating Kandyan nobles singed the Convection of Kandy.  Kandy 

became a British protectorate, with the country maintaining control of its internal political, religious and economic 



affairs.  However, its territory would be open to British military operations, with British agents permanently stationed in 

Sabaragamuwa, the Three Korales, and Uva.  While many of the Kandyan nobles were initially relieved to be rid of the 

violent and unpredictable Sri Vikrama Rajasinghe, it was not long before the bloom was off the rose. 

Over the next two years, the British took advantage of the peacetime conditions and their open access to the Kandyan 

interior to conduct detailed itinerary (road based) surveys.  Indeed, much of this work would have been incorporated into 

the present manuscript map.  While time, resources and the unbelievably rugged nature of the landscape prevented 

precise trigonometrical surveys, this mapping proved to be broadly accurate and of immense practical value. 

The Kandyans were fiercely proud and independent by nature, and they soon found the British presence to be far more 

intrusive and offensive than they had originally anticipated.  A large percentage of the ruling class plotted to remove the 

British, believing that the position of the occupiers was fragile.   

During the Uva Rebellion (also known as the Third Kandyan War), which lasted from October 1817 to November 1818, 

the Kandyan nobles openly rebelled, seeking to drive the British out of the highlands.  The movement began in the 

Duchy of Uva, so giving the conflict its name.  The uprising quickly spread, and the British were compelled to fight a 

fierce guerilla war throughout the interior.  However, by this time the British possessed many new advantages.  First, 

their knowledge of the interior had been greatly advanced by the well-executed itinerary surveys, such as those 

undertaken by John Fraser.  Second, the resistance did not enjoy the complete support of the Kandyan people, and the 

British found many valuable allies amongst the local populous.  By late 1818, the British were able to crush the 

insurrection. 

In the wake of the Uva Rebellion, the British were in no compromising mood.  They abolished the Kingdom of Kandy 

and confiscated most of the noblemen’s estates, along with their special, ancient privileges.  In the coming years, the 

British sought to integrate the Kandyan lands with the rest of their colony.  They embarked on an ambitious drive to 

build royal roads into the interior, so opening up the land to be divided into British-owned plantations.  This resulted in 

some excellent cartography, much of which was incorporated into John Fraser’s great 1856 wall map.  While some 

isolated Kandyan unrest would occur from time to time, it was easily suppressed.  British rule over the entire island 

would last until Ceylon attained its independence in 1948 (the country was renamed Sri Lanka in 1972).  

References: Cf. Ian J. Barrow, Surveying and Mapping in Colonial Sri Lanka: 1800-1900 (Oxford, 2008); Ian J. 

Barrow, ‘Surveying in Ceylon during the Nineteenth Century’, Imago Mundi, vol. 55 (2003), pp. 81-96, R.L. Brohier & 

J.H.O. Paulusz, Land, Maps & Surveys: A Review of the evidence of Land Surveys as practiced in Ceylon from Earliest 

Known Periods and the Story of the Ceylon Survey Dept. from 1800 to 1950 / Descriptive Catalogue of 

Historical Maps in the Surveyor General’s Office, Colombo (2 vols., Colombo: Ceylon Government Press, Colombo, 

1950-1); Sujit Sivasundaram, ‘Tales of the Land: British Geography and Kandyan Resistance in Sri Lanka, c. 1803–

1850’, Modern Asian Studies, vol. 41, no. 5 (Sep., 2007), pp. 925–965. 
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ADVERTISEMENT…REPORT. [REPORT OF A COMMITTEE OF THE LEGISLATURE OF ST. VINCENT, 

APPOINTED TO INQUIRE INTO THE FINANCIAL, COMMERCIAL AND POLITICAL STATE OF THE 

COLONY; DATED 27TH OCTOBER 1830] 
 

 

Exceedingly Rare – a St. Vincent imprint of the ‘Report’ of special committee of the island’s legislature concerning 

the commercial, financial and political state of the island on the eve of the Abolition of Slavery, rich in historically 

important content, issued by the press of the ‘St. Vincent Gazette’ in Kingstown. 
 

 

 

Author: [ST. VINCENT, W.I. LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY]. 

Place and Year: [Kingstown, St. Vincent: The St. Vincent Gazette and General Advertiser, 1830]. 

Technique: 8° Pamphlet (21 x 13 cm / 8.3 x 5.1 inches) – Collation Complete - [1], 22 pp., unbound as issued, re-tied 

with modern string (Very Good, light toning and some very minor marginal tears to first leaf, neat amendments in 

contemporary pen to final page). 

Code: 65916 

 

This exceptionally rare pamphlet was printed in Kingstown, St. Vincent, West Indies, by the press of the island’s only 

newspaper, the St. Vincent Royal Gazette and General Advertiser.  It was issued at the behest of the island’s government 

and contains the full text of a highly important Report of a special committee of the Island’s legislature, which was duly 

submitted to the British Parliament.  The Report, completed only a few years before slavery was outlawed on St. 

Vincent (and throughout the British Empire), analyses the economic and political state of the island.   

  

The Report concludes that the island’s sugar economy (its only significant industry) is in dire straits.  High production 

costs, taxes, duties and external competition have rendered the industry unprofitable for many, if not most, of the 

planters, while even the largest and most successful plantations were just scraping by in the black.  In response to 

pressure from the growing anti-slavery movement in Britain, the Report assures Parliament that all efforts are 

voluntarily being made to improve the material and spiritual wellbeing of the slaves, in the (desperate) hope that 

Whitehall will not seek to totally abolish the institution, upon which St. Vincent’s sugar economy was totally 

reliant.  The Report backs up its rhetoric with statistics, including appendices which contains case studies of plantations 

in distress; the negative effects of excessive taxes, duties and trade barriers; as well as the full text of two bills before the 

island’s legislature that grant some legal protections to slaves and many civil rights to Free Blacks. 

  

The Report, dated October 27, 1830, appears in print for the first time as the present pamphlet.  The text was duly 

dispatched to London, where it is recorded as having been received by the Colonial Secretary on December 23, 

1830.  The report was read in Parliament on March 24, 1831. 

  

 

 



Early Printing on St. Vincent 
 

The British introduced printing to St. Vincent in 1767, shortly after they conquered the island from France.  From that 

time onwards, only small ephemeral publications were published on the island, including newspapers, broadsides and 

pamphlets bearing edicts or laws from the Crown, and bills with advertisements.  The present work is typical of the kind 

of publication issued on behalf the St. Vincent government to convey a significant amount of information.  Bearing the 

heading ‘Advertisement’, these pamphlets often do not feature an imprint (as here), as most examples would have been 

tipped into issues of St. Vincent Royal Gazette; however, the present Report is still a complete publication in and of 

itself.  It also features a wonderfully crude and uneven printing quality typical of contemporary West Indian 

publications. 

  

All St. Vincent imprints from before 1850 are exceedingly rare, even by the standards of West Indian printing.  All were 

issued in extremely small print runs (it is unlikely that the literate population of the island ever exceeded 1,000 people); 

tended to be ephemeral in nature; while the island’s tropical, hurricane prone climate ensured that most examples of 

publications that were not discarded shortly after use were destroyed.  Many recorded St. Vincent titles are today 

thought to be lost, with no surviving examples known. 

  

The Report’s Content in Focus 
The Report was written by a special committee of the St. Vincent Legislature composed of six members, including, from 

the island’s Executive Council: Hon. Richard Arrindell and Hon. James W. Brown, and from the Legislative Assembly: 

Michael White, Gilbert Munro, Richard Rees and Charles Shephard.  Subsequently, Shephard would author An 

Historical Account of the Island of Saint Vincent (London, 1831), the period’s most important book on the island. 

From the outset, the Committee makes their mandate plain: 

  

“The Committee appointed by the Legislature, to inquire into the financial, commercial and political State of the of the 
Island of St. Vincent, have examined the matter to them referred, and have agreed to the following Report; -  Your 

Committee thought it their duty, in the first place, to fame a series on interrogatories, which they circulated among the 

principal Proprietors, Merchants and Attorneys in the Island, and from these sources, as well as the general information 

obtained from other persons, they have been able to state the following results…” (p. 1) 

  

The Report first focusses upon financial matters, drawing attention to the desperate state of the island’s sugar 

planters.  It goes through the average costs and incomes of various types of sugar plantations.  It notes that the “Cost of 

[production of] one hundred weight of Sugar, on large Estates, is 20 s[hilling]. Sterling …on those not exceeding 100 

Hogsheads it must be estimated at 30 s. (pp. 1-2).  It goes on to say that “the average value of the best Sugar, the 

produce of only a few Estates, for the last three years has been 62 s. 2 d. which includes the duty of, 27 s., and the other 

charges, 8 s. 10d.; from which, if the cost of production is taken, an apparent profit of 6s. 2d. remains.”  So, while a 

modest profit can be had from a large operation, the Report notes that the average plantation can only yield a value per 

one hundred weight of between 50 and 55 shillings. After all costs, this results in a 3 shillings loss per production of one 

hundred weight of sugar! (p. 2). 

  

Beyond this grim reality, it is noted that the well-established sugar colonies (such as St. Vincent), which produce higher 

quality sugar, are subject to an especially “oppressive rate” of taxes.  As a result, they unfairly suffer from competition 

from inferior sugar produced in “new lands”, such as Trinidad and British Guyana, that are subject to lower duties (p. 3). 

  

The Report goes on to discuss “the mode of transacting business”, which is “decidedly against the fair rights of the 

planter”, as sugar planters specifically are expected to pay all the taxes and duties on their product even before their 

product leaves the docks at St. Vincent, and well before the planters are to be paid by their clients.  This contrasts with 

the situation for rum, where taxes can be paid after the product had been sold.  Moreover, West Indian sugar planters are 

suffering from undue competition from “the introduction of Foreign, and Mauritian, and East India Sugar”, which has 

“overwhelmed the market”.  Moreover, it contends that the “Anti-colonial party” [the Anti-Slavery movement in 

Westminster] is actively promoting these non-West Indian sources “upon the pretext of their being produced by free 

labour” (pp. 4-5). 

  

Turning to commercial questions, the Report opines that some of the customs regulations are absurdly punitive to British 

West Indian rum and molasses producers.  For instance, high duties are charged on these products upon being exported 

to Canada (a fellow British colony), while Canadian exports to the West Indies do incur any duties.  Given that West 

Indians often used sales of rum and molasses to Canada to offset their large and routine purchases of Canadian fish and 

timber, this was a serious problem.  Also noted, is the fact, that due to high reciprocal protective tariffs between America 

and Britain, the “huge” U.S. market is “rendered almost inaccessible” to British West Indian products (p. 6). 

  

Focussing on political affairs, the Report angrily attacks the Anti-Slavery forces in Parliament, so-called “Anti-colonial 

Party”, noting that their “influence… in and out of Parliament, has depreciated the value of the West India estates one 

half in value; and the other property, such as houses, trades, &c. in a greater proportion. (p. 10) 

  

The Report observes that the West Indian planters are subject to the 1807 British-imposed, and supposedly global, ban 

on the slave trade, but are at a disadvantage to their foreign competition in that “arising from the neglect of the [British] 

Government in not enforcing the observance” of the ban “by Foreign Powers”.  As such, competing foreign sugar 

producers, such as Brazil, could acquire new sources of labour, while the West Indians must make do with their existing 

manpower (p. 11).  Moreover, the Report laments that West Indian planters cannot legally move slaves from colony to 

colony (p. 11). 

  

Next, the Report seeks to demonstrate that the planters of St. Vincent support the Resolutions of 1823, Parliamentary 

legislation which mandated better treatment and some civil rights for slaves across the empire.  In this vein, it refers to 

Appendix C (pp. 20-21), which contains the full text of bill before by the St. Vincent Legislature, dated September 30, 

1830.  This bill is employed as evidence to push back against the “erroneous opinion” of the “Anti-slavery party” that 

St. Vincent’s planters “are opposed to the celebrated resolutions of 1823”.  It notes that the “reverse is the fact: this 

Colony [of St. Vincent] had anticipated them in practice long before by several legislative enactments; one giving slaves 

the right of trial by jury, and being defended by counsel in all cases”.  Notably, the Report claims that the bill marks “a 

step beyond the jurisprudence of Great Britain” (p. 12). 

  



The Report goes on to claim, rather sensationally, that “…the West Indians are not willing holders of slaves, or even 

colonial territory; every present proprietor would cheerfully abandon the Colony, if he could obtain a very reduced value 

for the capital 

which he has embarked, and which is only continued because purchasers cannot be obtained” (p. 13). 

  

The Apprenticeship system refers to the programme of committing former slaves to serve their former masters as paid 

(yet bonded) employees, presumably working under a better regime of treatment than they previously 

endured.  The Report gives an unfavourable assessment of the scheme: “As to the African Apprentices they are so few, 

and without much chance of increase, little need be said—with very few exceptions they are decided outcasts of society, 

and give a fine practical illustration of how Liberty may be abused by persons unqualified for the acceptance of it” (p. 

13).  Clearly, the Report expresses the St. Vincent planters’ strong preference for enslaved labour, as opposed to the 

apprenticeship system. 

  

The Report notes that the St. Vincent Legislature has already made a strong commitment of improving the spiritual well-

being of the island’s enslaved population, claiming that it had invested £6,000 into “the Religious Instruction of slaves” 

such that “in due time” it will “qualify them for admission into a higher scale of society” (p. 13). 

  

Finally, the main text of the Report refers to Appendix D (p. 22), which contains the full text of the bill then before the 

St. Vincent Legislature which calls “for removing the Disabilities from persons of colour [Free Blacks].”  Free Blacks 

were to enjoy all the of the civil rights of white subjects, save that they would not be permitted to serve as judges, grand 

jurors and as members of the Legislative Assembly.  Otherwise, the rights conferred were justified, as “this class of 

society has but lately risen sufficiently 

in property and education to use or enjoy the privileges now conceded to them” (p. 14). 

  

The Committee aptly distills its arguments with respect to financial and commercial matters: 

  

“To sum up the whole, your Committee have clearly ascertained, that the Colonial 
Produce is overtaxed in all parts of the world; that at present estates are cultivated at a loss to the planter; that all 

property is depreciated fifty per cent, in value; that the Colonists are assailed by a furious Political Party, bent on their 
destruction; that the Government hitherto have not given that countenance and support to them which their distant and 

disjoined situation; their want of political influence to explain their case; their contributions to the taxes, (greater in 

proportion, and collected with less expense than those paid by any class of His Majesty’s subjects,) imperatively 
require; and that unless a speedy Remedy be found for these evils, the Trade of the West Indies will be annihilated, and 

their ruin completed” (p. 15). 

  

The pamphlet features four appendices that support the points made in the Report’s text. 

Appendix A provides 4 case studies of the financial situation of different St. Vincent plantations.  The first cites a “A 

Windward Estate, with 300 Slaves, with Water-Mill, making 300 hogsheads, of 15 hundred weight, estimated at £60,000 

value.”  It notes that after all costs and taxes, etc., the estate only earns a £1,130 annual profit, an amazingly small return 

given the immense investment.  The second case study describes the circumstances of “A Leeward Estate, making from 

60 to 80 hogsheads of Sugar, valued at £12,000.”.  After costs and taxes, etc., it posts an annual loss of £509, 1s., 

10d.  This third example describes “The Net Proceeds of a Leeward Estate, for the Last Three Years”, which suffers a 

net loss of £238.  Finally, there is a case study of “An Estate in Bequia, one of the Grenadines, with 165 Slaves, 

appraised, in 1813, at £24,000” that suffers an annual of £362, 7s. 6d. (pp. 17-19). 

  

Appendix B records the “Sales, in the Unites States, of a cargo of 20 hogsheads and 6 barrels Sugar, 50 puncheons Rum, 

and 45 puncheons of Mellases [Molasses]” garners a gross return of $7,611.66.  However, after taxes and duties of 

$4,727.99, only $2,883.67 is left in gross profit (pp. 19).  It is implicit that after production and shipping costs are 

factored in that the net profit is paltry. 

  

Appendices C and D have already been covered in the description of the Report’s main text above. 

  

The Twilight of St. Vincent’s Plantation-Slavery Economy 
The present work appeared at a critical juncture in the history of St. Vincent, just before its established socio-economic 

system was brought down by the abolition of slavery.  

St. Vincent is a relatively small (345 km2 / 133 sq. miles), yet fertile island, part of the Windward Islands of the West 

Indies.  It was first colonized by France in 1719, but was ceded to Britain, in 1763, following the Seven Years’ War.  

An initial orgy of property speciation on St. Vincent was cut short, as for much of the next three decades Britain’s 

control of the island was hotly contested by both France and the native Carib peoples.  It was only in 1796, that firm and 

permanent British governance of St. Vincent was established.  For the next generation, St. Vincent supported a thriving 

plantation economy, producing sugar, coffee, tobacco, indigo and corn, albeit supported by the ignoble institution of 

slavery.  The plantations generated immense wealth for Britain, dramatically greater than what one might expect from 

St. Vincent’s size and population.   

However, clouds slowly gathered on the horizon for St. Vincent’s new order.  The island’s economy was heavily reliant 

on sugar, molasses and rum, which was only viable is supported by slave labour.  In 1807, Parliament banned the global 

slave, trade, which Britain sought to enforce worldwide.  The Anti-Slavery moment progressively grew in strength, 

buoyed by public opinion in Britain, despite the resolute opposition of the still-formidable West India lobby.  

By the 1820s, despite protective tariffs, the West Indian sugar industry was suffering from competition from lower cost 

producers such as Mauritius, the Guianas, Brazil and other West Indian islands.  Meanwhile, West Indian producers 

faced extremely high duties and taxes while trading within the British Empire, while protectionist barriers prevented the 

industry from opening new markets. 

Making matters even worse for the St. Vincent planters, the Colonial Minister Lord Canning pushed the ‘Resolutions of 

1823’ through Parliament.  These laws mandated standards for the treatment of slaves which the planters found 

onerous.  Henceforth, slaves were to be given a limited form of legal rights, while strict limitations were placed upon the 

punishments that could be administered to them.  Moreover, in many cases, slaves were to be afforded improved 

material conditions, plus being given access to (Christian) religious education.  The obvious, although not explicit, intent 

of the Resolutions was to prepare the enslaved population for life beyond emancipation.  To the more prescient 

observers, the Resolutions hailed the beginning of the end of the West Indian sugar economy.  



It is important, at this point, to note the lop-sided demography of St. Vincent.  In 1830, the island had a population of 

around 27,500.  Of this, 23,000 were slaves, 3,000 were Free Blacks, while only 1,500 were Whites.  Given this, finding 

a system that could ‘control’ the Black majority was not only matter of economic advantage, but a matter of physical 

security – a slave rebellion was the ultimate fear of all planters. 

The plantocracy of St. Vincent, which utterly dominated the island’s government, was determined not down 

quietly.  While they knew that they could not roll back the Anti-Slavery juggernaut, they perhaps hoped to tame it, 

creating a system of pseudo-slavery that the planters could live with.   

This is where the present Report come into play, whereupon a special committee of St. Vincent’s legislature sought to 

create a compromise with the powers in London.  Using empirical data, they noted how high costs, taxes, duties and 

external competition were already driving the planters into dire financial straits - even while slavery was still 

permitted.  Accordingly, they agreed to be true to the Resolutions of 1823, while also granting some measure of civil 

rights to Free Blacks.  In return, the elite of St. Vincent hoped that Whitehall would hold off abolishing slavery outright, 

and might also consider lessening the planters’ burden with respect to taxes and duties.  At the same time, they hurled 

fierce invective against the Anti-Slavery movement, which, unhelpfully, included many of the same Parliamentarians 

they sought to lobby.  This proved to be a ‘Hail Mary Pass’ that would never be completed. 

The Great Jamaica Slave Uprising (December 25, 1831 to January 4, 1832) was an unprecedented slave rebellion in 

Britain’s premier sugar colony.  The immense carnage that occurred and the brutality in which the uprising was 

supressed, resolutely turned both Westminster and British public opinion against slavery.  

The Slavery Abolition Act of 1833 (3 & 4 Will. IV c. 73) banned slavery across the British Empire, including on St. 

Vincent.  Abolition was to go into effect in 1834, after which the former slaves were to work as ‘apprentices’ on the 

same plantations until 1838, after which they were supposedly ‘free’. 

St. Vincent’s economy collapsed, as the sugar plantations were no longer viable without slave labour.  Attempts to 

switch to other, less labour-intensive, crops proved not to be lucrative, and the island’s economy remained in a doldrum 

until the early 20th Century.  While most of St. Vincent’s residents were supposedly ‘free’, the poor economy ensured 

that many were wedded to hard agrarian jobs, in a circumstance not too dissimilar from slavery.  Only with time did 

their lot, and their exercise of their civil rights, improve. 

 

 

References: Gregory Frohnsdorff, Early Printing in Saint Vincent: The Island’s First Printers and Their Work, with a 
List of Saint Vincent Imprints, 1767-1834(New Castle, Del., Oak Knoll Press, 2009), no. 263 (p. 81). Cf. [Text of the 

Report printed in full:] Parliamentary Papers, vol. XVI (1831), ‘Slave Laws - West Indies’, pp. 39-45. 
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A unique example with stellar provenance of an extremely rare work of considerable importance to Brazilian 

diplomatic, economic, postal and transportation history; the first printing of the Anglo-Portuguese convention which 

officially established the packet system between Brazil and England, one of the key elements of the transformative 

‘Treaties of Commerce and Friendship’ (1810) agreed by Portuguese foreign minister Count Linhares and British 

Ambassador Lord Strangford, published in Rio de Janeiro by the Impressão Régia - the present offering being the 

vary example which Strangford included in his official dispatch to London.   

 

Author: [Rodrigo de Sousa Coutinho, 1st Count of LINHARES (1755 - 1812) and Percy Clinton Sydney Smythe, 6th 

Viscount STRANGFORD (1780 -1855)]. 

Place and Year: Rio de Janeiro: Impressão Régia, 1810. 

Technique: 4° (31 x 20 cm / 12 x 8 inches): Collation Complete – 9 pp. letterpress, [1 f. blank] bound in modern black 

morocco-backed marbled boards with title in gilt to spine (Very Good, overall clean, formerly folded but since 

smoothed, contemporary provenance inscription to final blank; binding in stellar condition). 

Code: 65919 

 

  

This is a unique example, with stellar provenance, of the first printing of a highly important document in the Brazil’s 

economic, diplomatic, postal and transportation history.  Printed in parallel Portuguese-English text, it is the convention 

between Britain and Portugal that officially established the packet shipping system between England and Brazil, created 

in the wake of the Portuguese royal court transferring its seat of government from Lisbon to Rio de Janeiro, in 1808, in 

response the Napoleonic invasion of Metropolitan Portugal.  The convention is a seminal part of the momentous 

‘Treaties of Commerce and Friendship’ (1810) which laid out the parameters for the critical Anglo-Brazilian 

relationship as Brazil headed towards its independence.  The convention, along with the other accords, were negotiated 

and ratified in Rio, by the Portuguese Foreign Minister Rodrigo de Sousa Coutinho, 1st Count of Linhares (1755 - 1812) 

and the British Ambassador to Portugal, Percy Clinton Sydney Smythe, 6th Viscount Strangford (1780 -1855).  The 

convention was first printed, as exemplified here, by the newly-established Impressão Régia in Rio de Janeiro.  The 

present example of the work is stellar, as it is the vary example that Lord Strangford enclosed within his official dispatch 

to London reporting on the accord. 

  

Portugal and Great Britain are Europe’s oldest official allies, having first established their bond in the 14th Century.  In 

1807, in anticipation of Napoleon’s invasion of Metropolitan Portugal, the court of the Prince Regent Dom João openly 

reaffirmed its Anglo alliance and sought British protection.  With the assistance of the Royal Navy, the Portuguese court 

was transferred from Lisbon to Rio de Janeiro, while the British army, assisted by Portuguese patriots, fought to liberate 

Metropolitan Portugal.  In gratitude for British assistance, and in line with already established trends of economic 

reform, Dom João granted Britain profound and exclusive economic privileges in Brazil.  Britain was given 

unprecedentedly extensive access to the massive Brazilian market that would see Britain become the dominant external  



force in the Brazilian economy for most of the rest of the 19th Century.  Indeed, this new relationship played a major role 

in allowing Brazil to become an independent nation in 1822. 

  

The lifeblood of the Anglo-Brazilian relationship was the Packet shipping system.  While expressly set up to deliver 

mail between Britain and Brazil, the packets were the prime source of commercial and diplomatic communication 

between the two great lands.  Moreover, the packets often also transported large sums of money and other precious 

cargoes.  Significantly, the packets were Brazil’s first legal direct and regular communication line outside of the 

Portuguese Empire, so opening the incipient nation the broader world. 

In wartime conditions, to satisfy an urgent need, the British postal service opened the first packet routes between 

England to Brazil packet according to a ‘Parliament Act regulating conveyance of correspondence, etc., to all 

Portuguese Territories in South America’ dated June 30, 1808.  While these packets had the official backing of the 

British Crown, they were technically quasi-official, as they had no official status under Portuguese-Brazilian 

law.  However, given Portugal’s special relationship with Britain, the packets were happily tolerated.  Between July 

1808 and February 1810, sixteen England-Brazil-England packet runs were endeavored, of which 15 completed their 

voyages as intended. 

  

The present Convenção, which was drafted as part of a larger series of Anglo-Portuguese accords, the ‘Treaties of 

Commerce and Friendship’, was the first legal document to formally regulate the England-Brazil Packets.  The treaty 

established a monthly service between Falmouth and Rio (with slops in Madeira and sometimes Bahia), on a round trip 

that averaged 22 weeks.  

  

True to the parallel Portuguese-English text of the Convenção, the present “Definitive agreement” was “concluded upon 

the Principles of exact Reciprocity” between Britain and Portugal.  The accord contains 13 articles.  Article I ordains 

that “A Packet shall sail from Falmouth to Rio de Janeiro once in every month.  His Royal Highness the Prince Regent 

of Portugal reserves to Himself the Right of hereafter establishing Packets between the other Brazilian Ports and Great 

Britain, should the State of Commerce require them”.  Article II holds that “The Mails shall be made up on fixed days 

both in London and in Rio de Janeiro”.  Article III notes that the Packets should always “touch at Madeira”, the mid-

Atlantic Portuguese possession and major rerouting base for both British and Portuguese mail.  Article IV confirms that 

“The Packets are at present to be British Vessels, navigated according to the Laws of Great Britain.  But his Royal 

Highness the Prince Regent of Portugal reserves to Himself the Right of hereafter establishing Brazilian or Portugueze 

Packets”.  Article V notes that the “The Packets are to be treated as Merchant Vessels…subject to Visits by the Officers 

and Guards of the Customs at Rio de Janeiro, or any other Port of the Dominions of Portugal, between which and the 

British Dominions Packets may hereafter be established.  But they are not to be obliged to make Entry at the Custom 

House, nor follow the other Forms practiced by Merchant Vessels.”  Article VI obliges the two parties to “endeavor to 

prevent Contraband Trade” from travelling on the Packets, “particularly that of Diamonds, Brazil Wood, Gold, Dust, 

Urzela, and Tobacco in the form of Snuff”, and to also prevent “the Illegal Collection or Conveyance of 
Letters”.  Article VII ordains that a “British Agent” is to “reside at Rio de Janeiro” and that “The Mails for his 

Dominions are to be made up exclusively at his Office, and he is also to receive, and to admit into those Mails the 

Letters of such Portugueze Subjects as shall choose to send to his Office.”  On the other end, a “Person as shall be 

appointed by the Portuguese government to receive them” in Britain.  Article VIII asserts that “The Portugueze 

Government will have a Right to demand Postage on all Letters bought from the Dominions of Great Britain to those of 

Portugal.”  Article IX sets the postal rate of 3 Shilling, 8 Pence in “British Money” for a “Single Letter”, with 

“Reciprocal exceptions” for “Sailors and Soldiers” of both Portugal and Britain.  Article X states that “The Letters and 

Dispatches brought by the Packets to the Envoys or Ministers of the Two Courts, and being bona fide for the Service of 

their Respective Sovereigns, shall not be charged with Postage”.  Article XI sets that “His Britannic Majesty’s Envoy or 

Minister shall fix a Day for the Return of the said Packet”, as well as reserving the right to change said date.  Article XII 

ordains that the “General Principles of the Present Convention are to be applied to all Packets” that are henceforth to be 

established between all British and Portuguese possessions.  Finally, Article XIII notes that the Convenção must be 

ratified by the King-in-Council in London in order for it to remain in effect.  The treaty is provisionally approved by 

both the Conde de Linhares and Lord Strangford. 

As it turned out, the early Falmouth-Brazil Packet runs were exceedingly dangerous, owing to enemy action.  Britain 

was at war with France almost continually between 1802 and 1815, and at war with the United States of America 

between 1812 and 1814.  French and American naval vessels and privateers considered the Brazil Packets to be prime 

targets, as they usually carried large sums of specie and letters bearing highly sensitive information.  The first (and 

unofficial) Brazil packet to fall victim to enemy action was the Duke of Marlborough, which was attacked on November 

18, 1808 by the French Brig Corvette La Josephine, on its outward voyage, beyond Madeira.  While the crew dumped 

all its mail before the ship was captured, the vessel was otherwise plundered, although the ship and crew were 

subsequently permitted to return to England.  From 1812 to 1814 a total of 14 Brazil packets were attacked by either 

American or French vessels, of which 9 were prevented from completing their voyages as planned. 

  

The Provenance of the Present Example: Dispatched by Lord Strangford 
The present example of the Convenção has a wonderful provenance in that is was evidently the vary example which 

Lord Strangford dispatched to authorities in Whitehall (probably the Foreign Office), supposedly accompanying his 

official account of the negotiations leading to the accord.  The blank verso of the final leaf features the manuscript 

annotations in back pen: “Convention for Packets / In Lord Strangfords No 18. 1810”.  This annotation is consistent 

with that added to such enclosures within official correspondence upon being received by crown departments in London. 

  

A Note on Rarity 
The present work is extremely rare, we can trace only 3 institutional examples (New York Public Library; University of 

Minnesota; and Vanderbilt University), and cannot find any records of another example as having appeared on the 

market since 1977. 

  

The Impressão Régia: Brazil’s First Printing Press 
Printing was completely forbidden in Brazil until the after the transfer of Dom João’s court to Rio de Janeiro.  The court 

was in urgent need of a printing press to publish their laws, decrees and diplomatic papers, for both internal and public 

consumption, in the same manner the court had operated a press in Lisbon for many generations.  

Rodrigo de Sousa Coutinho, being responsible for pretty much everything new and progressive at the Rio court, 
orchestrated the issuance of an imperial decree, dated May 13, 1808, establishing the Impressão Régia in Rio de 

Janeiro.  Production commenced shortly thereafter, employing a press brought over from Lisbon.  The press was run by 

Antônio de Araújo de Azevedo, the future Count of Barca, in whose residence the operations were installed.  He 

employed a team of experienced Portuguese typographers, assisted by sailors and marines who had some elementary 

training in publishing.  



The press was soon printing numerous broadsides and pamphlets with official content, but all only in small print 

runs.  Most of these issues were of immense importance as they contained the first printing of the definitive texts of 

contemporary Brazilian history, brilliantly exemplified by the present work. 

The Impressão Régia issued the newspaper, Gazeta do Rio de Janeiro and the journal, O Patriota.  As the press proved 

to be immensely expensive to operate, from 1810, the royal court authorized the press to print commercially viable 

publications and to take select private commissions.  These included the printing of playing cards and popular works of 

literature.  

Upon Brazil’s independence in 1822, the Impressão Régia was renamed the Tipografia National, and continued as the 

state’s national printing house.  However, the house’s monopoly on publishing in Brazil was revoked, and private 

printing operations were permitted to open across the country. 

In all over 1,000 titles were issued by the Impressão Régia during its 14 years of operation, although all of these works 

are today rare, many extremely so.  They are amongst the most important Brazilian historical artifacts and have a 

powerful legacy as the genesis for what became the massive and vibrant official, media, literature and art printing scene 

that flourished later in the century. 

  

HISTORICAL CONTEXT: The Anglo-Brazilian Relationship on the Road to Brazilian Independence 
The present Convenção was a critical element of the intense Anglo-Brazilian relationship that developed during the 

Napoleonic Wars and thrived for many decades thereafter.  This relationship grew out of two distinct, but mutually 

reinforcing historical developments: first, being the rise of the Enlightenment in Portugal; and second, being the 

Britain’s role in enabling the safe transfer of the Portuguese royal court to Rio de Janeiro and in spearheading the 

liberation of Metropolitan Portugal.  The new Anglo-Brazilian relationship had a profound economic impact on the both 

Brazil and Britain, and, more importantly, was a key catalyst of Brazilian independence.   

  

The Portuguese-Brazilian Relationship Turns to the Light 
Since 1500, Brazil had been a colony of Portugal and by the 18th-Century had become the crown jewel of Portugal’s 

global empire.  As tended to be the case in other global empires, Brazil and Metropolitan Portugal were locked in a 

mercantilist relationship, in this case, being a ‘triangle trade’ between Brazil, Portugal and Portuguese Africa.  Brazil 

supplied the mother country with raw materials; Metropolitan Portugal sold manufactured goods and foreign wares to 

Brazil; and Portuguese Africa supplied Brazil with slaves, the lifeblood of the Brazilian agrarian economy.  This 

relationship was paternalistic and highly skewed in the mother country’s favour, as Brazil was essentially forbidden 

from trading directly with foreign powers, and was banned from manufacturing goods or dealing in items that would in 

any way compete with Metropolitan Portugal’s suppliers and merchants.  The system was designed to allow Portugal to 

raid Brazil of its natural resources, while holding a monopoly over Brazil’s domestic market.  Moreover, the African 

slave trade was rigged to profit Portugal far more than Brazil.  This system penalized Brazil and artificially retarded its 

economy, especially as the Portuguese colonial regime was run by inefficient cartels and nepotistic alliances. 

  
During the third quarter of the 18th Century, Brazil’s exports of natural resource and agrarian wealth, which were 

dominated by sugar, cotton, precious metals and valuable hardwoods, yielded handsome revenues for Metropolitan 

Portugal, while the Brazilian economy was relatively stable (albeit far from booming).  On the surface, it seemed that all 

was well enough, at least by traditional standards.  

  



However, some Portuguese intellectuals and government officials came to question the established economic order of 

the Portuguese empire.  Influenced by anti-mercantilist, free trade writings such as Adam Smith’s The Wealth of 

Nations (1776), they came to believe that the current system was actually dampening both Brazil and Portugal’s 

economic potential.  The closed system, whereby Brazilian-Portuguese trade was monopolized by inefficient cartels, 

was starving Brazil of capital needed for infrastructure investment, while the Brazilians had to pay a fortune for grossly 

overpriced, and often low quality, foreign goods from Portuguese merchants.  The ban on manufacturing in Brazil led to 

vast inefficiencies, especially as Portugal, which had a weak industrial sector, rarely had the capacity to refine or 

manufacture the raw materials from Brazil, often simply passing them off cheaply to third parties.  

  

A new generation of liberal intellectuals came to believe that the Portuguese-Brazilian imperial economic system was 

one of complacent mediocrity, and all too vulnerable to a cataclysmic collapse if warfare severed shipping routes, or 

brought about a decline in commodity prices.  Moreover, the mercantilist system was by nature archaic and inflexible, 

and while it could provide stable revenues streams, it was not connected to modern banking system, such that large 

amounts of capital could not be quickly raised in response to unexpected events.  While this all may have been true, the 

liberals at the Portuguese court were, at first, sidelined, as the established system yielded sufficient funds to content 

Lisbon’s elite, and just enough to suppress dissent in Brazil. 

  

The Portuguese economic system was called into question when thePortuguese army participated in the campaigns in 

Roussillon and Catalonia against Revolutionary France (1793-4).  The Portuguese treasury had great trouble raising 

sufficient revenue to prosecute the war, and the stagnant and illiquid nature of the mercantilist system was 

revealed.  Portugal found that it could not borrow significant funds from foreign banks against its murky and visibly ill-

run Brazilian business concerns (which seemingly could be severed from Europe at any time by French naval 

intervention).  Upon the advent of the Napoleonic Wars, Portugal’s economy came under further pressure, as many of its 

trade links throughout Europe were closed, and as insurance premiums for Trans-Atlantic shipping soared.  The ruler of 

Portugal, Prince Regent Dom João, decided to elevate the economic reformers in his court to positions of power. 

 

Enter Rodrigo de Sousa Coutinho: Portuguese Reformer and One of the Fathers of Modern Brazil 

 

In late 1796, Dom João appointed Rodrigo de Sousa Coutinho, later the 1st Count of Linhares (1755 - 1812), as the 

Minister of the Navy and Ultramarine Domains, the portfolio with direct oversight of the mercantilist trading 

system.  Souza Coutinho hailed from an esteemed family of senior crown officers and diplomats (his father was the 

Governor of Angola).  After earning a law degree at the University of Coimbra, from 1777 to 1796, Sousa Coutinho 

served as the Portuguese ambassador to the Savoyard Court in Turin.  In Italy, he made the acquaintance of many 

international figures who introduced him to the new enlightened teachings of political economy.  By the time of his 

ministerial appointment was the foremost reformer at the royal court.  However, he was no ‘fire-breathing radical’, but 

rather an establishment figure who believed in incremental change. 

To be clear, Sousa Coutinho initially had no intention of scrapping the mercantilist system.  Rather, he believed that the 
system could be improved to eliminate many of the inefficiencies and flaws through considered and well-executed 

policy changes. 

Specifically, Sousa Coutinho called for the removal of the salt contract, a terribly wasteful monopoly that was major 

drag on the Trans-Atlantic economy.  He also called for a dramatic reduction in import duties for products imported 

from Portugal into Brazil.  He then took square aim at all the horrendously inefficient and calcified cartels that 

controlled various sectors and regional economies in Brazil.  While Brazil would still be locked into a closed 

mercantilist system, Sousa Coutinho envisaged more vibrant scene in which inefficiencies were reduced though internal 

competition.  He promised that the empire would benefit from much higher tax revenues, at a time when such funds 

were desperately needed. 

While many of Sousa Coutinho’s reforms were enacted, he experienced massive blowback from conservative members 

of the court and business elites who stood to lose from the reduction of the monopolies.  These figures plotted 24/7 to 

remove Souza Coutinho from power. 

In 1801, the Prince Regent, acknowledging conservative pressure, yet wanting to keep his favourite minter within his 

inner circle, appointed Sousa Countino to become the President of the Real Erário (Royal Exchequer), essentially the 

imperial finance minister.  While this technically represented a promotion, it also served to remove Souza Coutinho 

from direct oversight of the mercantilist system, placing his reforms to Portuguese-Brazilian trade on ice.  He became 

immersed in the heavy bureaucratic tasks of stabilizing the national debt, regulating paper money, and reforming the 

domestic taxation system and agrarian sector.  Sousa Coutinho had little time to dedicate to Brazilian trade matters, and 

his conservative antagonists were pleased to watch the situation slide back towards the traditional state of play. 

Meanwhile, Spain, Portugal’s much larger neighbor and traditional antagonist, had become a client state of Napoleonic 

France.  This posed a grave danger to Portugal, and the royal court split between these who wished to forge closer ties to 

Portugal’s traditional ally, Britain, so meeting the Franco-Spanish threat head-on, versus those who wished to follow a 

course of appeasement, in hopes of forestalling a Franco-Spanish invasion.  Sousa Coutinho was resolutely in the pro-

British camp.  

In late 1803, the pro-French camp prevailed, and Sousa Coutinho and many of his liberal minded colleagues were 

compelled to resign from the government.  Souza Coutinho Biblically described this period of political exile as 

“crossing the desert”.  For the next few years Portugal vacillated under unsteady leadership, allowing it to become a 

victim of external events. 

The other key factor in the opening of Brazil to the world, and its eventual independence, was the overarching agenda of 

Britain.  For generations, British ministers, merchants and pirates had sought ways to access Latin America’s vast 

natural riches and large consumer market, either through treaty or through violence.  While some episodic piratical raids 

had yielded vast plunder, Britain’s concerted efforts to gain trading rights as exceptions to Spain’s restrictive 

mercantilist systems had consistently failed.  While Spain and Portugal’s colonial empires where distinct, Britain’s 

fixation on Spanish America naturally extended to an interest in Portuguese Brazil. 

On October 21, 1805, as British fleet under Lord Admiral Nelson decimated the main body of the combined Franco-

Spanish navy, henceforth rendering Spain and France without significant sea power.  Spain was unable to maintain a 

viable military connection with its massive American empire.  Britain spotted an opportunity, and London merchants 

lobbied Whitehall to send fleets to South America to open the region’s enormous markets by force.  It was even naively 

hoped that the local populace would support a move to ‘liberate’ them from Spain. 

In 1806-7, Britain mounted two invasions of the Río de la Plata region, focused on Buenos Aires and Montevideo.  Both 

these ventures ended disastrously, as while Spain was unable to effectively defend these colonial holdings, the local 

populace resented the foreigners more than they did their colonial overlords.  It was largely local resistance that doomed 

the invasions.  However, the incidents revealed the impotence of Spanish power, and the local leaders in Argentina soon 

rebelled against Spanish rule, part of a greater revolutionary movement that would spread across all of mainland Spanish 



America.  While Britain would later support, and find ways to capitalize upon, these revolutions, the failure of the Río 

de la Plata invasions put their plans to enter the Spanish American market on ice.  British attention would henceforth be 

refocused towards Brazil. 

Returning to European affairs, in the summer of 1807, a reinvigorated Napoleon turned his attention to 

Portugal.  Portugal was then the only major European country to still maintain diplomatic and trading links with Britain, 

in defiance of the Napoleon’s ‘Continental System’.  Moreover, Napoleon was deeply annoyed that Royal Navy’s ships 

regularly re-victualed at Lisbon.  On July 19, 1807, he gave Dom João a series of ultimatums that called for Portugal to 

cut all diplomatic communication with Britain; declare war on Britain; seize all British property; and to imprison all 

British subjects on Portuguese soil.  

  

Enter Lord Strangford: Britain’s “Fixer” in Dom João’s Court 
Percy Clinton Sydney Smythe, 6th Viscount Strangford (1780 – 1855) was a youthful, but highly talented and energetic, 

British diplomat.  He was the son of Lionel Smythe, 5th Viscount Strangford (1753–1801), an Anglo-Irish nobleman, 

and Maria Eliza Philipse, who hailed from a prominent New York Loyalist family.  Smythe was educated at Harrow and 

Trinity College Dublin, and inherited his father’s title at the age of twenty-one.  He entered the foreign service and was 

soon commended for his skill with languages and his easy rapport with representatives of a diverse variety of 

nations.  In 1806, he was chosen to serve as the chargé d’affaires to the Earl of Rosslyn and the Earl of St. Vincent, 

Britain’s Extraordinary Envoys to the Portuguese Court.  Strangford, despite his youth, soon became the most highly 

respected and trusted foreigner in Lisbon, and his influence did much to persuade the Portuguese to remain on the 

British side in the face of Napoleon’s threats. 

  

Portugal Stands with Britain & the Royal Court Moves to Brazil 
Dom João initially vacillated under pressure from France.  He (rightly) feared Napoleon, yet did not want to betray 

Britain, his nation’s oldest ally.  Tipping the scales were Britain’s assurances, conveyed by Strangford, that they had 

Portugal’s back.  This proved more valuable than any possible accord with Napoleon, who frequently reneged on his 

word.  Dom João went ‘all in’ with Britain and sacked his Francophile ministers in favour of pro-British, enlightened 

courtiers. 

Sousa Coutinho was promptly returned to cabinet with the powerful dual portfolio of Foreign and War Minister.  He 

quickly set to work, instructing his younger brother, Domingos António de Sousa Coutinho, the Portuguese Ambassador 

to Britain, to enter secret negotiations with Whitehall to secure Britain’s resolute and active support against an imminent 

Franco-Spanish invasion of Portugal.  Somewhat embittered that his domestic opponents had rolled back his earlier 

trade reforms in Brazil, Sousa Coutinho proposed a radical plan for Brazil that would simultaneously serve as a major 

incentive to Britain to support Portugal.  

In return for defending Portugal and its royal family, Britain would be given comprehensive trading access to the 

enormous Brazilian market, fulfilling Britain’s long-held Latin American dream.  This agreement was sealed by the 

early autumn of 1807, but was kept under wraps, lest it antagonize conservative factions in Lisbon. 

On November 19, 1807, a large Franco-Spanish army invaded Portugal.  While this was not unexpected, the speed of the 

juggernaut was startling, as was Portugal’s complete inability to slow it down.  Britain was also in no position to thwart 

the invasion, and it was quickly accepted that Portugal would be completely overrun within a matter of days. 



The unorthodox, but in retrospect sensible, decision was for the entire Portuguese royal court to quit Metropolitan 

Portugal for Brazil, where the empire would be run from Rio de Janeiro.  This would be termed by historians as the only 

‘Metropolitan Reversal’ in modern imperial history, whereupon a colony became the centre of the empire, while the 

motherland was relegated to a supporting player. 

On November 29, 1807, a massive flotilla under the protection of the British Royal Navy, carrying Dom João and 

15,000 of his nobles, officials and their families set sail across the Atlantic.  Also on board was Strangford, who 

promoted to full Minister Plenipotentiary (essentially Ambassador), would act as the personal guarantor of Britain’s 

support of Dom João’s court.  It is important to note that, by this time, Strangford and Sousa Coutinho had forged a 

close professional bond, and were working together to craft a new and unprecedentedly intense economic relationship 

between Brazil and Britain. 

The Portuguese flotilla safely crossed the ocean, unmolested by Napoleonic vessels, such that Britain had fulfilled the 

first step of its obligations.  It first arrived in Brazil at Salvador de Bahia, whereupon Dom João initiated the first phase 

of Sousa Coutinho and Strangford’s design to open Brazil to the world. 

Dom João proclaimed the Carta Régia (Royal Charter) of January 28, 1808, which ordered that “all and every kind of 

commodities, wares and merchandise transported either in foreign vessels belonging to the powers that remain at peace 

with my royal crown or in ships belonging to my vassals are to be admitted by the customs of Brazil”.  This 

proclamation was aimed squarely at Britain, as she was then the only major trading power that remained truly at peace 

with Portugal.  The Carta Régia continued that “not only my vassals, but also the aforesaid foreigners may export to 

these ports, whenever it seems to them to be of benefit to trade and agriculture, which I so much wish to promote, all 

and every kind of commodities and colonial products, apart from Brazilwood and other manifestly monopolized 

commodities”.  Importantly, the Charter fixed duties on foreign goods at 24 per cent ad valorem.  While this duty may 

seem high, the profit margins that British merchants expected to make were so great, that such a fee was quite 

palatable.  Moreover, the Portuguese Crown would earn handsome and reliable proceeds from these duties, in sharp 

contract o the corrupt and irregular system of taxation paid by Portugal’s old Brazil trading monopolies. 

The Carta Régia was a revolutionary document, in that it marked the first time that a major European colony was 

opened to trade to a foreign power.  Brazil was enormous and contained astounding amounts of resources, such that its 

economic potential vastly exceeded its realized output.  

As soon as news of the Carta Régia reached Britain, it was greeted with almost uncontrolled excitement.  To British 

merchants, long suffering from the Napoleonic Wars, Brazil represented a bonanza.  In remarkably short order, dozens 

of vessels laden with goods and manned by factors experienced in Portuguese trade, were dispatched to 

Brazil.  Fortunately, the British had a very clear idea of the kinds of products that would sell well in the new market, as 

Portugal had for generations regularly bought large quantities of British goods for re-export to Brazil.  Now Britain 

could eliminate the middleman! 

The British presence rapidly proliferated all along coastal Brazil, playing an increasingly major role in the colony’s 

economy.  To illustrate the point, by August 1808, only seven months after the declaration of the Carta Régia, there 

were already 150 British trading houses established in Rio de Janeiro, accounting for 30% of all such establishments in 

the city.  In 1808, 90 foreign ships (almost all British) visited Rio’s port; while by 1810, this number had grown to 422 

vessels (again, almost all British). 

Strangford, in addition to his conventional diplomatic duties, fulfilled a position of the highest trust and importance for 

Dom João’s court.  In 1807, before Napoleon’s had advanced upon Lisbon, Anglo-Portuguese troops managed to load 

the contents Portugal’s treasury onto the royal convoy destined for Brazil.  This act would later enrage Napoleon who 

hitherto had a stellar record of capturing the treasuries of the nations he invaded.  The French emperor desperately 

needed the Portuguese money to finance his war effort.  

Moving forward to 1808, in Rio, Strangford, assisted by the Brazilian accountant Dom Fernando José de Portugal, was 

entrusted with counting the treasury money, which was found to amount to today’s equivalent of U.S. $20 Billion!  This 

money would play a vital role in financing the Brazilian government and Britain’s efforts to liberate Metropolitan 

Portugal. 

From August 1808, a large British army operated in Portugal, and for the next three years would fight a difficult, yet 

victorious, war against France, resulting in the liberation of the country in 1811.  

  

Cementing the Anglo-Brazilian Bond: The ‘Treaties of Commerce and Friendship’ 

The Carta Régia was only the opening act of a grand diplomatic play devised by Strangford and Sousa Coutinho, who 

had recently been elevated to become the 1st Count of Linhares, and who, by this time, was Brazil’s de factoprime 

minister.  They created a comprehensive and elaborate infrastructure of mutually reinforcing treaties that underpinned an 

unprecedented economic, political and cultural relationship between Brazil and Britain that would endure for many 

decades.  

The so-called ‘Treaties of Commerce and Friendship’ between Portugal and Britain, colloquially known in Britain as the 

‘Strangford Treaties’, were singed by Strangford and Sousa Coutinho on February 19, 1810.  The present Convenção on 

packets was a key part of these accords, which also included agreements on trade, defense, the role of British agents and 

the judicial extraterritoriality of British citizens in Brazil, amongst other issues.  

Importantly, the treaties lowered the import duties for British manufactured goods entering Brazil to only 15% ad 

valorum, while all other foreign entities would have to pay the established 24%.  This gave Britain an unassailable 

advantage, so much so that British merchants could even undercut goods from other parts of the Portuguese 

Empire.  Within a few years, Britain accounted for 37% of Brazil’s trade.  At the same time, Britain’s markets remained 

closed to Brazilian agricultural imports, so protecting her colonial producers, such as its West Indian sugar planters. 

Brazil soon became intimately linked into the economy of the British Empire, and the Anglo-Brazilian relationship 

became one of the most import economic connections in the world.  Immense profits were made by British merchants, 

while the arrangement was a double-edged sword for Brazil.  It dramatically boosted Brazil’s economic growth; 

however, it severely retarded the development of its manufacturing industries.  The treaties remained in effect past 

Brazil’s independence in 1822, and continued unaltered until 1844, upon which they were amended, although many of 

the key provisions prevailed. 

  

Sousa Coutinho & the Road to Brazilian Independence 
From 1808 until his death in 1812, Rodrigo de Sousa Coutinho enacted many reforms that would pave the way for 

Brazil’s independence.  Certainly, he never intended to be one of the forefathers of Brazilian independence; he simply 

wanted Brazil to be a stronger, more self-reliant member of the Portuguese Empire, yet his actions had unintended 

consequences.  

Sousa Countinho was the co-architect of the Anglo-Portuguese ‘Treaties of Commerce and Friendship’, and encouraged 

Brazil to develop foreign trade.  Additionally, in 1808, he permitted Brazil to develop its own manufacturing industries, 

and a year later eliminated all export duties on manufactured goods.  He also spearheaded the founding of the Impressão 

Régia and a botanical garden in Rio, as well as several post-secondary educational institutions, including a medical 



school (1809) and a military academy (1810) in Rio, as well as a medical school in Bahia (1808).  Additionally, several 

university level degree programmes were established in Rio in variety of disciplines, including economics, mineralogy, 

chemistry, botany and geology.  He also found kindred spirits in the Brazilian academic community who supported his 

liberal reforms and promoted them to a Brazilian audience.  A notable figure in this regard was the political economist, 

José da Silva Lisboa, who published an influential pamphlet, Observações sobre o Comércio Franco no Brasil [Some 

Observations on Free Trade in Brazil] (1808-9).  In sum, Sousa Coutinho’s reforms and projects did much to foster a 

sense of Brazilian national identity, distinct from its connection to Portugal. 

However, perhaps even more than cultural developments, economic factors paved the way for Brazilian 

independence.  Portugal, although liberated from French occupation in 1811, remained a shamble, politically unstable 

with a ruined economy.  This situation was so dire that Dom João and the Portuguese court dared not return home for 

several years.  As Britain’s share of Brazilian trade rose, Portugal’s declined, and by 1815, Britain’s role in the Brazilian 

economy outstripped that of Portugal.  

Dom João (who became King João VI, in 1816, upon the death of his mother) recognized that Brazil had grown far 

beyond its traditional status, such that its return to being a mere colony was unthinkable.  In 1815, he formed the United 

Kingdom of Portugal, Brazil, and the Algarves, within which Brazil became a co-equal member of the empire, along 

with Metropolitan Portugal.  

Over the succeeding years, Brazil become progressively more economically independent and politically self-

confident.  In 1820, the non-violent liberal Constitutional Revolution erupted in Rio de Janeiro, calling for the 

independence of Brazil.  King João acquiesced, and retuned to Lisbon with most of his court the following year.  

In 1822, Brazil was declared an independent state, the Empire of Brazil.  This was done amicably, as João’s son became 

the new nation’s ruler, as Emperor Pedro I.  While Portugal and Brazil would maintain close ties, each nation went 

about their separate ways.  Brazil would experience a 19th Century of explosive economic and demographic growth, 

mixed with political melodrama, while Portugal experienced a slow decline, reliant upon its remaining empire.  Britain 

remained a major player in both Brazil and Portugal for many decades. 

  

References: Ana Maria de Almeida Camargo and Rubens Borba de Moraes, Bibliografia da Impressão Régia do Rio de 
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PERSIAN HISTORY: تارخي فنايي  

 

[TARIXI FANAEI OR TĀRYCHĬ FENĀĪ] [HISTOY BY FĀNI]. 
  

 

A rare book on Persian History by Ali-Shir Nava'i in Ottoman script was printed in Vienna in the late 18th century, 

after the closure of Müteferrika’s press, when the city briefly took the monopoly of Oriental secular prints, which 

were made almost exclusively for the export to the Muslim world.  

 

Author: شیر نواییالدین علینظام  [Ali-Shir Nava'i or Mīr 'Alisher Navai also known as Nizām-al-Din ʿAlisher Herawī, nom 

de plume Fāni] (1441 – 1501). 

Place and Year: Vienna [Joseph Ritter von Kurzböck] 1199 (1785). 

Technique: 4°, ٣٨ [76 pp.] with decorative wood-cut margins on title page, 19th century half brown linen binding with 

marbled boards (Very Goos, 19th centuy anntations in margins and on end-papers, binding slightly worn). 

Code: 65915 

 

An unusual book in Ottoman language and script, and Arabic imprint, has been published in Vienna in 1785 for export 

to Arabic and Turkic speaking countries. It includes history of Persia until the invasion of Arabs, and a series of 

mansaviy (مثنوی), a poetic collection of anecdotes and stories.  

The text was based on Persian history in Turkish language by Ali-Shir Nava'I (امیر علیشیر نوایی), which was written in 

1488 under a title Tarixi muluki Ajam. Ali-Shir was also publishing under a Persian nom du Plume Fāni (فنایی).  

An Arabic imprint on the last page mentions the book was printed in Vienna, the seat of the Holy Roman Emperor ( ...في

 .(بچ الدار السلطنة االمپراطوریة الرومیة

The book was printed in 1785. It is dated at the last page with Arabic imprint: (1199)  تسع و تسعین و مائة و ألف , which 

corresponds with European year 1785. According to contemporary bibliography, the title was presented at the Frankfurt 

book fair in the same year.   

  

Vienna – a seat of late 18th century Muslim secular texts  

 

In the second half of the 18th century, especially in the 1780s and 1790s Vienna briefly became one of the main printing 

centres for Ottoman and Arabic literature. This situation followed a vacuum of Muslim presses, created after the closing 

the Müteferrika’s press of secular Muslim prints in Istanbul in 1742. 

A Treaty of Küçük Kaynarca in 1774 between Russia and the Ottoman Empire stimulated opening of Oriental presses in 

Russia, which were mostly specialised in Orthodox texts in Ottoman script. 

In the same time the Austrian Emperor Joseph II (reigned 1765-1790) encouraged the opening of similar presses in 

Vienna. The Presses could cover the market of mostly Christian texts in Arabic or Ottoman language, as well as secular 
texts, which were neglected after Müteferrika’s death. The books from Viennese presses were mostly made for the 

export to the Middle East.   

The beginning of Oriental printing in Vienna goes back in the 17th century. In 1680 Franciscus à 

Mesgnien Meninski (1623–1698) published Thesaurus Linguarum Orientalium, a dictionary from Latin to Turkish,  



Persian and Arabic, for which the commissioned his own Arabic type at his own expense. Only three years later, in 

1693, his printing office was destroyed in the Turkish siege of Vienna. The type survived. 

Meninski’s Arabic type survived and was sold to a female printer of Oriental books, Maria Eva Schilgen, who was 

printing in 1750s. 

The type was purchased from Schilgen by Joseph Ritter von Kurzböck, who used the Meninski’s letters for printing of 

the book described here. 

Joseph Ritter von Kurzböck (1736-1792) took over his father’s firm in 1755, which he enlarged into publishing house 

for Slavic and Oriental printing. His printing was known as cheap, but of good quality. In 1776 the Empress Maria 

Teresa gave him a noble title for his services. 

Joseph von Kurzböck used for his printing of Ottoman, Persian and Arabic books the Meninski’s Arabic type, which 

was edited by several assistants, who underwent study of Oriental languages at the University of Vienna. Most notable 

were Anton Schmidt and Štefan Novaković, which remained in the publishing business after von Kurzböck’s death in 

1792. 

  

Since most of the Viennese imprints in Ottoman and Arabic script were exported the survival rate of such books is very 

rare. We could only trace five copies in German libraries and no other copies in institutions worldwide. 
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Psalter of 1792 and the Role of Typography in European-Arab Relations in the 18th Century and Earlier. In: 

Kommunikation und Information im 18. Jahrhundert… 2009, pp. 77-89; Biographisches Lexikon des Kaiserthums 

Oesterreich, Vol. 13 (1865), pp. 427; Franz Lorenz von Dombay, Beschreibung der gangbaren Marrokanischen Gold-, 

Silber- und Kupfer-Münzen..., 1803; Allgemeines Verzeichniß derer Bücher, welche in der Frankfurter und Leipziger 

Ostermesse des 1785 Jahres... , p. 97; Allgemeine Literatur-Zeitung vom Jahre 1785, 1787, Vol. 5, p. 283. 

 

€2,500.00 
  



OTTOMAN NOVEL: قرق وزيرك وقرق خاتونك حكايتلري ناهيله مشهور كتابدن بعض حكايات كزيده  

 

[STORIES OF FOURTY VISIERS AND FOURTY KITES. SOME CHOSEN STORIES FROM A 

MORALISING FAMOUS BOOK]. 
  

 

An elegantly printed novel in a beautiful Arabic typeface was printed by Jean-Joseph Marcel, the first printer in 

Cairo, who introduced modern printing to the Arab world.  Ex-libris Şefik Atabey.  

 

 

 

Author: Şeyhzade Ahmed Mısri, author, attributed - Henri Nicolas BELLETESTE (1778 - 1808), editor. 

Place and Year: Paris: Imprimerie impériale - Jean-Joseph Marcel 1812. (Title page in French by De Bure, Paris). 

Technique: 
Code: 65784 

 

Bound with a title page:  

CONTES TURCS EN LANGUE TURQUE, EXTRAITS DU ROMAN INTITULE, LES QUARANTE VIZIRS 

[TURKISH TALES IN TURKISH LANGUAGE FROM THE NOVEL ENTITLED, THE FOURTY VISIERS]. 
  

  

4°, two titles in one volume, as originally published: 

1: [1] engraved title page in French, 

2: [1] engraved title page, 258 (٢٥٨) pp. with interleaved blank pages, contemporary marbled end papers, nineteenth-

century French black morocco-backed blue paper boards, spine gilt (Very Good, contemporary annotations in red ink, 

some words underlined, old owner's name on the back of endpaperrs,  binding slightly scuffed on corners, Atabey book 

label). 

  

A highly decoratively book in Ottoman language was printed in Paris in a beutiful Arabic typeface and includes short 

oriental stories, similar to the ones from One Thousand and One Nights. A additional title page in French language with 

different imprint, text and printed on hand made thin paper was originally added to the volume. 

This elegant, highly unusual publication, was part of an elaborate, unfinished project and was often misunderstood and 

misdescribed in the past, usually wrongly named after the added title page in French. 

The basic of the book is the volume in Ottoman script, printed on thick paper by Jean-Joseph Marcel in Paris in 1812. 

An imprint on the Ottoman page reads: 

ع هذا الكتاب بدار الطباعة ىلكیضریة ىلعامرة فى مدینة باریس ىلمحروسة على ید ي ي مارسل ُرییس ىلطباعةقد طب  (This book was printed in the 

State Printing House in Paris by Chief Marcel [i. e. Marcel Reis]). 



The original project would also include a French translation of the text, made by a French Orientalist Henri Nicolas 

Belleteste (1778 - 1808), a part never finished.  It was planned to be printed by De Bure in Paris. The only reminder of 

this never printed volume is its title page in French, printed on thinned woven paper and mounted before the Ottoman 

volume in each copy. We could only trace one example with bound translation in French, abruptly finishing on page 48 

(Ursus Rare Books, entry from 2015). Most probably the translation was never finished, due to sudden death of Bellteste 

four years prior to that, and the publishers decided not to include the half-finished text after all.  

  

History – A Project of Two Books 

 

The project originally included two books, one printed by Marcel in Arabic typeface and a French translation of it, 

printed by a Parisian printer Du Bure. The texts were based on manuscripts by a French Orientalist Henri Nicolas 

Belleteste (1778 - 1808), found on his estate after his sudden death. The Ottoman part was edited, but the French 

translation was only partially done. 

As the Ottoman volume was printed in whole by Belleteste’s friend from the Cairo days, Jean-Joseph Marcel, the partial 

French translation was eventually abandoned. The only reminder of this never printed volume - its title page in French, 

of inferior quality of printing than the Marcel’s volume and on thinner woven paper, was mounted before the Ottoman 

volume in each copy. 

We could only trace one example with bound translation in French, abruptly finishing on page 48 (Ursus Rare Books, 

entry from 2015). Most probably the publishers decided not to include the half-finished text after all after the first 

printed copies.  

The probably the left the French title page in misguided effort to allow the subject of the book to be understandable to 

wider audience. However as discussed the French title page has ended up misleading almost all bibliographers for the 

past 205 years.  

  

Jean-Joseph Marcel – The Man who Introduced Modern Printing to the Arab World 
 

Jean-Joseph Marcel (1776 –1854) was a French printer and engineer, born in Paris France. In 1798 he joined the French 

Campaign in Egypt and Syria (1798–1801) under Napoleon Bonaparte as one of two Napoleon’s official printers, 

together with Marc Aurel, who soon fell out of favour. 

The complete set of presses and types was transported from France to Cairo, where they arrived after a long delay, 

caused by the machines’ weigh, which could not be transferred by camels. The presses and types were eventually 

transferred by boats and the press, the Imprimerie Nationale, was set up in October 1798 on Azbakiyah Square, in the 

same building which housed the Institut d'Egypte. The last types arrived by January 1799, when the first editions of the 

Courrier and the Decade were issued. This was the first modern press in the Arab world. 

In the same year, in 1799, the discovery of the Rosetta Stone, made Jean-Joseph Marcel one of the key figures on the 

way to resolve the mystery of the hieroglyphs. An experienced linguist and orientalist he was the first to recognise that 

the middle text was written in the Egyptian Demotic script. Later he, in a cooperation with an artist and 

inventor Nicolas-Jacques Conté, used the stone as a printing plate, to make impressions, which were sent to Paris, where 

in 1822 the transliteration of the Egyptian scripts was announced by Jean-François Champollion. 

On January 1, 1803, Marcel returned to France, where was appointed the Director of the Imprimerie impériale, where he 

remained until 1815, as a main publisher for Napoleon’s books in Arabic type. After Napoleon’s fall he continued 

publishing Ottoman and Arabic books for different presses. 

   

Orientalist Henri Nicolas Belleteste  

 

The author of the unpublished translation and the editor of the Ottoman text Henri Nicolas Belleteste (1778 - 1808), was 

a French Orientalist. With only 20 years, in 1798, Belleteste first travelled as a translator to the French embassy in 

Istanbul and soon he joined the French Campaign in Egypt and Syria (1798–1801) under Napoleon Bonaparte, as an 

official translator to the army. He travelled to Alexandria, Rosetta and Cairo as interpreter to Arabic and Ottoman 

language, as well as a translator of books. He also translated an Arabic book on precious stones and his translations were 

helpful for the Napoleonic cartography of the Middle East. 

In 1802, Belleteste returned to France and joined the foreign ministry. In years 1805-1807, Belleteste was a translator of 

the Napoleonic army newspaper Bulletins de la Grande Armée to Ottoman language. He died suddenly in Paris with 

only 30 years of age, during working on several projects, which were partly published after his death.  

  

Typography and Characteristics of the Paper 

 

The book was printed in exquisite Arabic types, made in the beginning of the 17th-century with the support of François 

Savary de Brèves, who was a French Ambassador in Istanbul, where he developed a fascination for Ottoman and Arabic 

culture, and from 1607 Ambassador in Rome. 

In the beginning of the 17th century de Brèves founded a printing press in Rome, called Typographia Savariana, 

specialised in printing of text in Arabic typeface, which he helped developing himself. 

After Savary de Brèves death in 1627, the types were acquired by Richelieu for the kingdom of France in order to 

encourage the propagation of Catholicism in the Levant. The types were rediscovered by 

a French orientalist, sinologist and Turkologist Joseph de Guignes (1721 –1800) in 1787. 

Under Napoleon 17th century Savary de Brèves’s types were used by his official printer Jean-Joseph Marcel, who was 

using them in the first printing press in Cairo and after return to Paris in Imprimerie impériale, where also this book was 

made. 

The book is printed on thick, high quality paper. On page 2 Marcel used the same decorative cartouche as in 

the Bulletins de la Grande Armee, Napoleonic army magazines, printed by Marcel and translated by Henri Nicolas 

Belleteste. 

The book has interleaved blank pages, probably meant for notes, and is annotated in elegant contemporary red 

manuscript. The annotations are corrections of the printed text to more commonly used Ottoman script. The title is 

corrected on the first blank page into: قرق وزیرلرك وخاتونك حكلیتلري . The annotations could be attributed to one C. Jallat, 

signed on the back of end papers.   

  



Provenience: From the collection of Şefik Atabey, one of the most prominent collectors of Ottoman books. The 

collection was sold at Sotheby’s in London in 2002. 

  

Refernces: Biographie universelle, ancienne et moderne: ou, Histoire, par ordre ..., Vol. 3, 1843, p. 572; Nuova 

enciclopedia popolare italiana, ovvero Dizionario generale di scienze…, 1870, p. 52; L. Charles Féraud, Les interprètes 

de l'Armée d'Afrique (Archives du Corps, 1876, pp. 43; François Pouillon (Ed.), Dictionnaire des orientalistes de langue 

française, 2012, p. 81; Herbert Duda, Die Sprache der Qyrq Vezir-Erzählungen, Leipzig, 1930. Bernois, 

Constant, Notice sur M. Henri-Nicolas Belleteste : décédé à Lorris, le 17 mai 1808 à l'age de 30 ans par M. l'abbé 

Bernois, 1883. http://archive.aramcoworld.com/issue/198102/arabic.and.the.art.of.printing-a.special.section.htm 

 

€1,200.00 

http://archive.aramcoworld.com/issue/198102/arabic.and.the.art.of.printing-a.special.section.htm


BULAQ IMPRINT: محاسن اآلثار وحقائق األخبار.  

 

[MAḤĀSIN AL-ĀTHĀR WA-ḤAQĀʼIQ AL-AKHBĀR]. 
 

  

 

A book in Arabic stript by an Ottoman ambassador to Spain, was published in 1830 in the first official governmental 

printing press in Cairo, Egypt, the Bulaq Press. 

 

Author: Ahmet VASIF Efendi (?-1806). 

Place and Year: مطبعة بوالق Cairo, Bulaq: Maṭbaʻat Bualaq, 1246 [1830]. 

Technique: 2 volumes in 1. 4°, 210 pp., 190 pp., period dark green half calf with embossed linen boards, gilt embossed 

decoration and title on the spine, marbled endpapers, old bookplate, old cancelled stamps on endpapers (bindin slightly 

worn and scuffed on edges, repaired broken hinges, otherwise in a good condition, lacking original wrappers with 

printed title).  

Code: 65895 

 

  

The author Ahmed Vasif, or Ottoman Vasif Efendi was born in Baghdad to a poor family. During his early years he was 

a soldier and for a while a prisoner of the Russian army. Because of his language skills he helped in the peace 

negotiations in Bucharest in 1772. In 1788 became the first Ottoman ambassador in Madrid, Spain, with a goal to secure 

the relation in the Mediterranean Sea. Upon his return he wrote several observations on this subject. 

  

Bulaq Press 
 

The Bulaq or El-Amiriya Press, the first official and governmental printing press established in Egypt, was founded in 

1820 by the viceroy of Egypt Muhammad Ali (1769-1849). 

Already five years before, in 1815, the first delegation was sent to Milan to learn the printing techniques. After the 

building for the press was finished in the autumn of 1820, it took another two years to transport the machines and train 

the employees. The first book, an Arabic-Italian dictionary, was published in 1822. 

Viceroy Muhamamd Ali started several reform programs with a goal to create a modern Egyptian society after the 

European model, the press being a part of the modernisation program. Muhamamd Ali is noted to establish the modern 

Egypt as an independent country.  

 

See the photo right and below, left. 

 

€2,200.00 



  



 

 

MONTENEGRO: VOYAGE HISTORIQUE ET POLITIQUE AU MONTENEGRO. 
  

 

A stellar example of Vialla’s first-hand account on Montenegro’s geography, culture, flora and fauna, gathered 

during his time of serving as governor of Kotor under Napoleon. With a large originally coloured folding map 

and 12 originally coloured aquatints.    
 

Author: Jacques Louis VIALLA DE SOMMIERES (1764-1849). 

Place and Year: Paris: Alexis Eymery 1820. 

Technique: 2 volumes. 8°. VIII, 391 pp., folding map with original colour in outline (42 x 50 cm / 16.5 x 19.7 inches), 

10 interleaved originally coloured aquatints. [2], 402 pp., 2 interleaved originally coloured aquatints. Contemporary 

speckled calf binding with gilt embossed decoration on the covers and spine gilt with red and green compartments (Very 

Good, binding slightly worn, small scratched mark in the lower part of the binding of vol. 1, very light foxing on some 

leaves, old owner’s name on endpapers).     

Code: 65804 

  

The two volumes on Montenegro include information on the country’s geography, customs, flora and fauna. The text is 

accompanied by a large folding map and 12 originally coloured aquatints, one of the showing a view of Kotor (Cattaro).  

The author Jacques Louis Vialla was a French military commander, who was under Napoleon, between 1808-1813, 

commander of troops in Kaštela and Duborvnik in Dalmatia and a governor of Kotor (Cattaro), Montenegro. Upon his 

return to Paris Valla published this book in two volumes on Montenegro culture and geography.    

  

References: Atabey 1286; Neue Allgemeine geographische und statistische ephemeriden, Vol. 8, 1820, pp. 425-432; 

Allgemeines Repertorium der neuesten in- und ausländischen..., 1820, pp. 370-371. 

€950.00 
  



RÉUNION: DÉCRET DE LA CONVENTION NATIONALE, DU 19 MARS 1793, L’AN 2D DE LA 

RÉPUBLIQUE FRANÇAISE, QUI CHANGE LE NOM DE L’ÎLE DE BOURBON EN CELUI DE L’ÎLE DE 

LA RÉUNION. 
 

  

 

The extremely rare Marseille imprint of the Convention Nationale’s decree changing the name of Île de Bourbon to 

Île de la Réunion, issued at the height of the French Revolution. 

 

Author: 
Place and Year: Marseille: Auguste Mossy, 1793. 

Technique: 
Code: 65860 

 

8° (25 x 19.5 cm / 10 x 7.5 inches): Collation Complete: 4 pp. letterpress, printed on a single folded sheet, unbound as 

issued (Very Good, crisp with dark printing impression, very slight chipped loss to inner corner of last page, not 

affecting printed area, light old guard stains to corners of last page). 

  

This is the very rare Marseille imprint of the official decree which changed the name of Île de Bourbon to Île de la 

Réunion, as ordained by the French Revolutionary Convention Nationale. 

The island today known as Réunion was first claimed by France in 1638, and, in 1649, was named Île de Bourbon, after 

the French Royal Family.  

During the French Revolution, after the overthrow of the French monarchy and the execution of Louis XVI (January 21, 

1793), the new Jacobin regime was determined to erase any and all traces of the Bourbon family – in both Metropolitan 

France and throughout the colonies. 

On March 19, 1793, the Convention Nationale (the Revolutionary Parliament) decreed that the name of the Île de 

Bourbon should henceforth be changed to Île de la Réunion.  He name was chosen to commemorate the reconciliation, 

or ‘reunion’, of the Revolutionary factions of Marseille with the National Guard of Paris, which occurred on August 10, 

1792. 

Consequently, the first edition of the present Décret was promptly printed in Paris by the Imprimerie nationale exécutive 

du Louvre. 

The present edition was printed in Marseille some days thereafter, specifically to assert the validity of the decree in the 

Bouches-du-Rhône Department.  This was rather fitting given that the name Réunion celebrates the reconciliation of the 

Marseillaise and Parisian Revolutionary factions.  Like the Paris edition, the present issue of the decree is signed by the 

Revolutionary officials Gaspard Monge and Louis-Jérôme Gohier.  However, the Marseille edition features an extra 

paragraph of text noting the local acceptance of the decree and its deposition in the departmental archives, dated April 8, 

1793. 

The name-change decree took some time to reach the Île de Bourbon/Réunion.  There the news – and any anything else 

Revolutionary – received a mixed greeting.  While the island was home to some die-hard rabble-rousers, the plantocracy 

was inherently conservative, and tended to harbour Royalist sympathies.  The planters, in reference to the name change  

  



and the island’s famous coffee exports, exclaimed “Pourquoi aller si vite ? ...Le monde entier connaît le café de 

Bourbon; si le nom change personne ne l’achètera plus!” [“Why go so fast? ...The whole world knows the coffee of 

Bourbon; if the name changes nobody will buy more!”].  

Nevertheless, on February 20, 1794, the island’s Republican-dominated colonial assembly voted to approve the change 

to Île de la Réunion.  However, the colony’s Royalist governor, Jean-Baptiste du Plessis, vetoed the measure.  Shortly 

thereafter, Plessis was deposed the by Pierre Alexandre Roubaud, the new interim governor, sent by the Revolutionaries 

to quell Royalist sentiment on the island.  Therefore, the Réunion name stuck, at least for a time. 

In 1801, Following Napoleon’s takeover of France, Réunion’s name was changed to Île Bonaparte.  The island was 

conquered by Britain in 1810, upon which the occupying regime preferred the name Bourbon.  However, the island’s 

name was not officially changed back to Île de Boubon until it was retuned to (Royalist Restoration) France in 

1815.  The Bourbon name persisted until 1848, when the Bourbon family was once again (and for the last time) 

deposed.  From that point to the present day, the island had been known as Réunion. 

  

A Note on Rarity 
  

The present Marseille edition of the Décret is very rare; we cannot trace any institutional examples, although surely 

there is an example in the archives in Aix-en-Provence.  We are aware of only a single other example offered on the 

market during last generation.  The Paris edition is also rare, we can trace only 2 institutional examples. 

  

References: N/A – Seemingly not recorded in literature or in institutional catalogues; Not cited in Jackie 

Ryckebusch, Inventaire des ouvrages concernant l'île Bourbon, l'île de la Réunion (Paris, 2005). Cf. [Re: Paris edition:] 

Ryckebusch, no. 2317; OCLC: 221653016. 

 

€450.00 

 



ROBINSONADE: ROBINSONS REISE UM DIE WELT. EIN UNTERHALTENDES U. BELEHRENDES 

LESEBUCH F. D. JUGEND. AMERIKA. [ROBINSON'S TRAVEL AROUND THE WORLS. AN 

ENTERTAINING AND EDUCATIONAL READING BOOK FOR YOUNG PEOPLE. AMERICA]. 
  

 

A rare illustrated volume of Robinson’s travels through America, from Mississippi, to Canada, Greenland, the 

Caribbean to South America, was published in German language in 1816.  

 

Author: Anon. 

Place and Year: Nürnberg: Friedrich Campe 1816. 

Technique: Small 8°, X, [1] title, 332 pp. with interleaved 4 originally coloured copper engravings, modern green paper 

binding with old title pasted on the spine (Very Good, slightly stained and water stained, professionally restored, a tiny 

hole (paper mistake) in pp. 205-206). 

Code: 65862 

 

  

This very rare edition of Robinson’s travels to America in German language was published in Nuremberg in 1816 by the 

Friedrich Campe. It is the second volume of four and describes Robinson’s travels from Mississippi, Philadelphia, 

Canada, through the Prince of Wales Fort to Greenland, Bermuda, the Caribbean, Guyana, Brazil, to Buenos Aires. The 

travel describe customs, local stories, flora and fauna. The book is accompanied by highly decorative originally coloured 

illustrations. 

 

The complete series of the four book is practically unobtainable. The whole series counted 4 books, published between 

1914 and 1922: America in 1914 (1st part) and 1916 (2nd part), followed by Australia and South Asia, and South Asia 

and Africa in 1922. 

 

We could only trace scarce separate examples of different volumes (circa 8) in institutions worldwide. The four volumes 

together only seem to appear in electronic form (OCLC 609282841). 

  

Robinsonade 
  

The story of Robinson Crusoe was based on a real life experience by a sailor Alexander Selkirk, who was marooned on 

Juan Fernández Island (today Robinson Crusoe Island) for over four years, between 1704-1709. Upon his return a book 

based on his life was published with a title Fame of having lived four Years and four Months alone on the Island of Juan 

Fernandez, which inspired Daniel Defoe (circa 1660-1731) to write The Life and Strange Surprizing Adventures of 

Robinson Crusoe, Of York, Mariner: Who lived Eight and Twenty Years, all alone in an un-inhabited Island on the 
Coast of America, near the Mouth of the Great River of Oroonoque; Having been cast on Shore by Shipwreck, wherein 

all the Men perished but himself. With An Account how he was at last as strangely deliver'd by Pyrates. 

This first edition of Robinson Crusoe was supposed to be only an unimportant entertaining book. It was Defoe’s 

412th publication and he wrote it, because he needed money for his daughter’s wedding. It was published anonymously 

on April 25, 1719, and war republished in on May 9, June 4, August 7 etc without definitive manuscript.  



The book was a major success and soon many different variations of text with various names and stories appeared in 

different languages. The stories varied from entertaining and educational to moralising.     

The word Robinsonade was first invented by German writer Johann Gottfried Schnabel in the Preface of his 1731 

work Die Insel Felsenburg (The Island Stronghold). 

 

We would not trace any other examples from the series in the auction records for the past two generations. The book is 

also not mentioned in the bibliography on the Robisonades by Ullrich in 1898. 

  

  

References: Joseph Sabin, Bibliotheca Americana: A Dictionary of Books Relating to America ..., Vol. 3, 1870, 272; 

Susanne Zantop, Kolonialphantasien im vorkolonialen Deutschland (1770-1870), 1999, p. 303; Heidelbergische 

Jahrbücher der Literatur, 1816, p. 57; Allgemeine Zeitung München: 1816, p. 223; Diana Souhami, Selkirk's Island, 

2002.  

€950.00 



ROBINSONADE: BEGEBENHEITEN EINES FRANZÖSISCHEN SCHIFFSJUNGEN AUF EINER 

UNBEWOHNTEN INSEL, ODER, DER ZWÖLFJÄHRIGE ROBINSON. 
  

 

A rare Robinsonade with originally coloured plates was publshed in Zürich and Leipzig in 1820. 

 

  

 

Author: Anon. 

Place and Year: Zürich & Leipzig: Trachsler [1820]. 

Technique: Small 8°, [2] frontispiece and title page with originally coloured etchings and aquatints, 324 pp. with 

interleaved 4 originally coloured etchings and aquatints, modern tan paper binding with old title pasted on the spine 

(Very Good, slightly stained and water stained, professionally restored, two old owner's hand written remarks on 

endpaper verso and frontispiece verso). 

Code: 65868 

 

 

This is a rare Robinsonade in German language about a twelve year old French Sailor Robinson Crusoe, stranded on a 

lonely island. 

 

Robinsonade 
  

The story of Robinson Crusoe was based on a real life experience by a sailor Alexander Selkirk, who was marooned on 

Juan Fernández Island (today Robinson Crusoe Island) for over four years, between 1704-1709. Upon his return a book 

based on his life was published with a title Fame of having lived four Years and four Months alone on the Island of Juan 
Fernandez, which inspired Daniel Defoe (circa 1660-1731) to write The Life and Strange Surprizing Adventures of 

Robinson Crusoe, Of York, Mariner: Who lived Eight and Twenty Years, all alone in an un-inhabited Island on the 

Coast of America, near the Mouth of the Great River of Oroonoque; Having been cast on Shore by Shipwreck, wherein 
all the Men perished but himself. With An Account how he was at last as strangely deliver'd by Pyrates. 

This first edition of Robinson Crusoe was supposed to be only an unimportant entertaining book. It was Defoe’s 

412th publication and he wrote it, because he needed money for his daughter’s wedding. It was published anonymously 

on April 25, 1719, and war republished in on May 9, June 4, August 7 etc without definitive manuscript. 

The book was a major success and soon many different variations of text with various names and stories appeared in 

different languages. The stories varied from entertaining and educational to moralising.     

The word Robinsonade was first invented by German writer Johann Gottfried Schnabel in the Preface of his 1731 

work Die Insel Felsenburg (The Island Stronghold). 

 
We could find five examples of the book in libraries worldwide. We would not trace any other examples in the auction 

records for the past two generations. The book is also not mentioned in the bibliography on the Robisonades by Ullrich 

in 1898. 

  



References: OCLC: 797502439; Diana Souhami, Selkirk's Island, 2002. Johann Friedrich Kind - Carl Gottfried 

Theodor Winkler, Abend-Zeitung auf das Jahr... Dresden, 1821; Otto Brunken,Bettina (Ed.), Handbuch zur Kinder- und 

Jugendliteratur. Von 1800 bis 1850, 2008, p. 1614. 

 

€880.00 

  



ROBINSONADE: NIL HAMMELMANNS, ALS TAPFERN NACHFOLGERS DES WEITBERUHMTEN SEE-

LANDERS NIL STAIRS, FORTGESETZTE MERCKWURDIGE REISEN... 
  

 

A first edition of popular German Robisonade, which was reprinted in the following years, in a decorative binding. 

 

Author: Anon. 

Place and Year: Erfurt: J. D. Jungnicol 1747. 

Technique: Small 8°, [1] engraved frontispiece, 429 pp. Text, as always mistake with numeration with lacking pp. 9-10, 

later marbled paper cover with green calf spine and edges, gilt embossed letter D on the cover, gilt raised bands and gilt 

title on red label on the spine, purple fore-edge (Very Good, frontispiece and title page mounted on old paper, tiny folds 

and tears in margins of end papers). 

Code: 65827 

  

This is a first edition of Nil Hammelmanns’s travels, printed in Erfurt in 1747. The frontispiece shows four maps of 

imaginary island.  Although the title mentions the book was allegedly translated from Dutch, is this probably an original 

German text. The second edition of the work was printed in the same year by the same publisher, and was followed by 

sequences in the following years.  

 

Robinsonade 
  

The story of Robinson Crusoe was based on a real life experience by a sailor Alexander Selkirk, who was marooned on 

Juan Fernández Island (today Robinson Crusoe Island ) for over four years, between 1704-1709. Upon his return a book 

based on his life was published with a title Fame of having lived four Years and four Months alone on the Island of Juan 

Fernandez, which inspired Daniel Defoe (circa 1660-1731) to write The Life and Strange Surprizing Adventures of 
Robinson Crusoe, Of York, Mariner: Who lived Eight and Twenty Years, all alone in an un-inhabited Island on the 

Coast of America, near the Mouth of the Great River of Oroonoque; Having been cast on Shore by Shipwreck, wherein 

all the Men perished but himself. With An Account how he was at last as strangely deliver'd by Pyrates. 

This first edition of Robinson Crusoe was supposed to be only an unimportant entertaining book. It was Defoe’s 

412th publication and he wrote it, because he needed money for his daughter’s wedding. It was published anonymously 

on April 25, 1719, and war republished in on May 9, June 4, August 7 etc without definitive manuscript. 

The book was a major success and soon many different variations of text with various names and stories appeared in 

different languages. The stories varied from entertaining and educational to moralising.     

The word Robinsonade was first invented by German writer Johann Gottfried Schnabel in the Preface of his 1731 

work Die Insel Felsenburg (The Island Stronghold). 

 

 
References: Hayn/G. III, 56f. u. V, 388; Ullrich, p. 135-136, no. 1; Diana Souhami, Selkirk's Island, 2002.  

 

€750.00 

  



SUEZ CANAL: DIE ERÖFFNUNG DES SUEZ-CANALES. ERINNERUNGEN AN DIE REISE SR. 

MAJESTÄT DES KAISERS VON OESTERREICH NACH PALÄSTINA UND EGYPTEN. 

 

[OPENING OF THE SUEZ CANAL. MEMORIES OF HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE EMPEROR OF 

AUSTRIA TRAVELS TO PALESTINE AND EGYPT]. 

 

  

 

A seemingly unrecorded book is a first-hand account on the opening of the Suez Canal, published at the occassion of 

the 20th anniversary of the Suez Canal, to raise funds for the Austrian Customs Office. 

 

Author: J. F. HERRMANN 

Place and Year: Vienna: Verlag des Unterstützungs-Vereins der Wiener k. k. Finanzwache [Publishing Company of the 

Supporting Society of the Viennese Royal Customs Office] 1889. Printed by Richard Thimm. 

Technique: Small 8°, 73 pp., [1] blank page, original grey wrappers with printed title (Very Good, minor staining, 

wrappers slightly stained, with soft folds and tiny holes in the spine). 

Code: 65852 

 

This is a seemingly unrecorded first-hand account on the opening of the Suez Canal, as written by a man, who 

accompanied the Emperor of Austria, Franz Joseph I, on a boat from the port of Pula, Croatia. The text gives details 

from the trip and the opening, as well as statistical data on the Suez Canal. 

The author published the book at the 20th anniverary of the Suez Canal in Vienna, to raise money for the Austrian 

Customs Office, who also published the book.  

The Suez Canal was completed in November 1869, after over a decade of labour, under the direction of the French 

businessman Ferdinand de Lesseps.  The canal, which connected the Mediterranean (the Atlantic) with the Red Sea 

(Indian Ocean) had a revolutionary effect on global trade and travel, as it shaved thousands of kilometres off of the 

sailing time between Europe and South and East Asia. As shown here, coloured in a brilliant hue of burnt orange, the 

canal as originally built was 164 km (102 miles) in length and 8 metres (26 feet deep).  Its northern terminus was Port 

Suez on the Mediterranean and its southern terminus was Port Said on the Red Sea’s Gulf of Suez. 

We could not find any other examples of the book in institutions nor on the market.  

 

€450.00 



CAUCASUS: ASLAN DER ABREK. EIN LEBENSBILD AUS DEN KAUKASISCHEN GEBIRGEN. VON 

EINEM DEUTSCHRUSSEN. 
 

 

 

[Aslan the Abrek. A Story from the Caucasian Mountains. By a German-Russian] 
 

  

 

This rare book is the first European, non-Russian, story on a Caucasian abrek (a North Caucasian Christian soldier) 

and was published in German language in Jeglava, today in Latvia.  
 

Author: Anon. 

Place and Year: Jeglava (Mitau), Latvia: Reyher 1859 

Technique: Small 8°, 132 pp., [1] advertisement, original grey wrappers with printed title (Very Good, minor staining, 

wrappers slightly stained, with old hand-written remarks, spine repaired). 

Code: 65853 

 

This is the first recorded story, printed in Europe outside Russia, on an abrek, a North Caucasian rebel soldier, fighting 

against Russians.  

 

Abrek is a North Caucasian term for a soldier fighting against the Russian invasions in 16th-19th centuries. It originates 

from the Bible meaning in Hebrew "to kneel" or "prostrate in front of the God". In 20th Century abreks were fighting 

against the Russian opression. 

In Chechen or Ingush the word abrek has the meaning as "avenger", in Cherkess or Karachai the word has the meaning 

as "brave man“, but in Russian it has a derogatory meaning as "bandit" 

The book, which was published in Jeglava, today a city in Latvia, was printed in Leipzig and passed the censorship on 

March 27, 1859, in Riga. 

Only two examples are known in the libraries worldwide (Berlin State Library, OCLC: 251359367, and the British 

Library (with wrongly transcribed title Aolan der Abrek), OCLC: 560105724) 

  

References: Allgemeine Zeitung München: 1861, 12, p. 5851; Bibliographisches Jahrbuch für den deutschen Buch-, 

Kunst- und Landkarten-Handel, Leipzig 1860, p. 42; Rebecca Ruth Gould, Writers and Rebels: The Literature of 

Insurgency in the Caucasus, 2016, p. 252. 

 

€650.00 
  



MICROGRAPHY: CRUCIFIXION OF JESUS. 
  

 

A hand-drawing of the Crucifixion was made in ink on vellum in techniques of calligraphy, micrography and 

pointillism in the middle of the 18th Century. 

 

Author: Christian SOMMER. 

Place and Year: [German, probably Bavaria, mid 18th century]. 

Technique: Ink drawing in black ink on parchment (Very Good, soft folds), 31,5 x 21,5 cm (12.4 x 8.5 inches). 

Code: 65861 

 

A fine hand-drawing in ink on vellum was made in techniques of calligraphy, micrography and pointillism. It showcases 

Jesus on the Cross, surrendered by religious text in German Gothic Script and angels holding Arma Christi. An image 

below represents a woman praying to Jesus in a Chapel. 

The image is close to the art of Johann Thomas Köppel (1711-1762), active in Bavaria in the mid 18th century (see: 

Schrift als Bild, Berlin 2011, p. 180, image 22). 

  

Micrography 
  

Micrography (from the Greek ‘micrographia,’ meaning small writing) is an art form first developed by Jewish scribes in 

Egypt and Israel around the 9th Century.  Traditionally, Jewish artists were banned from drawing images of living 

creatures due to the rabbinical interpretation of the Second Commandment which states: “Thou shalt not make unto thee 

any graven image, or any likeness [of anything] that is in heaven above, or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the 

water under the earth.”  As with traditional Islamic art, Jewish artists were thus relegated to drafting calligraphy and 

geometric forms.  However, rabbinical rulings permitted forms that might optically appear to be of banned subjects to be 

constructed, as long as they were composed entirely of calligraphy.  Artists brilliantly constructed elaborate designs 

composed entirely of microscopic lines of text.  During the Medieval period, the art form flourished in Iberia and 

Central Europe, regions with strong Jewish artistic patronage.  It is important, however, to remember that due to the 

extreme sophistication and technical difficulty of the medium, micrography never became a popular art form, but was 

reserved for appreciation in rarefied circles. 

 

€1,400.00 
  



MEXICO – COLONIAL PRINTING: LIGERISIMO BOSQUEJO DE LA VIDA DE FRANCISCO. 
  

 

An extremely rare Mexican colonial illustrated broadside celebrating the life of the late Italian Jesuit priest 

Francesco de Geronimo, issued to celebrate his recent beatification, published in Mexico City by the engraver and 

assayer Francisco Gordillo.  
 

Author: Francisco GORDILLO (fl. 1770 - 1830). 

Place and Year: Mexico City, 1807. 

Technique: Illustrated Broadside (30.5 x 21 cm / 12 x 8.3 inches), copper engraving and letterpress on laid, 

watermakred paper (Excellent Condition, strong impression, paper with deckled edges). 

Code: 65920 

 

This extremely rare broadside celebrates the life of Francesco de Geronimo (1642 - 1716), an Italian Jesuit priest who 

was beatified by the Vatican in 1806.  It was published in Mexico City by Francisco Gordillo, a Spanish-born engraver 

who is best known as the Chief Assayer of the Mexico City mint. 

The broadside is dominated by a fine frontal portrait of Francesco de Geronimo in his vestments, with Gordillo’s imprint 

appearing near the bottom of the platemark.  The detailed letterpress text below recounts aspects of the priest’s life and 

accomplishments. 

While Francesco de Geronimo never stepped foot in the Americas, his tireless and selfless life of work assisting 

destitute people in Southern Italy was well known in Mexico, even ninety years after his death. 

We are also aware of another version of the broadside, bearing slightly different text.  Additionally, it seems that 

Gordillo also issued the portrait of Francesco de Geronimo that appears on the broadside separately.  These issues are 

likewise rare. 

  

A Note on Rarity 
Like virtually all Mexican colonial broadsides, which tended to have been published in only very small print runs, the 

present issue of Gordillo’s work is extremely rare.  We can locate only a single institutional example of this version, and 

can trace only a single sales record going back 30 years. 

  

Francisco Gordillo: Engraver and Essayist in Spain and Mexico 
The creator of the present broadside, Francisco Gordillo (fl. 1770 - 1830), is best known for his numismatic work, as an 

engraver and assayer.  His engraving of print on paper were something of boutique sideshow, ensuring that they are 

particularly rare.  Little is known of Gordillo’s early life, although he hails from Andalucía, perhaps Seville.  He first 

appears as an assistant engraver in the Case de la Moneda (mint) in Seville around 1770, where he made dies for 

coins.  He remained in Seville for two decades, during which his 1789 medal, celebrating the coronation of Carlos IV, 

was much admired.  

  



In 1791, Gordillo transferred to the Casa de la Moneda in Madrid, where he remained for some years.  By the late 1790s, 

Gordillo became frustrated that, despite his nearly 30 years of experience, he could not gain promotion to the post of 

Principal Engraver, a role he believed he deserved.  

In 1799, the post of Principal Engraver of the Casa de la Moneda in Mexico City became open, and Gordillo was given 

the job.  Gordillo arrived in Mexico City in 1801, and quickly excelled in his new role.  He notably engraved the lovely 

medal ‘Carlos IV Al Mérito y Fidelidad’ (1806) and was well-received into the city’s intellectual community, becoming 

a member of several elite societies.  Around this time, he engraved several works on paper, such as the present 

broadside, seemingly as a boutique side show to earn extra money.  These printed works were clearly issued in very 

small quantities and are today extremely rare.  Appointed Chief Assayer of the Mexico City mint, he managed to hold 

on to his position despite the Mexican War of Independence (1810-21) which raged between his native and adoptive 

countries.  In 1828, a move by his rivals to terminate his employment, citing his un-renounced Spanish citizenship, was 

quashed by the Office of the President, indicating that his work was greatly valued by the powers that be.  Gordillo last 

appears in documents in 1830, when he must have been around 80 years of age. 

  

Francesco de Geronimo: A Jesuit on the Road to Sainthood 
Francesco de Geronimo was born in 1742 in Grottaglie (Apulia), as one of eleven children.  He was a remarkably pious 

child who by the age of twelve was already playing a key role in ceremonies at his local church.  In 1758, he entered the 

Jesuit college at Taranto and studied canon law at the college of Gesù Vecchio in Naples. 

Geronimo was ordained a priest in 1666 and for the next four years taught at the College of Nobles in Naples.  In 1670, 

he joined the Jesuit Order and became an itinerant preacher, travelling throughout Southern Italy, delivering rousing and 

articulate speeches and sermons.  He became immensely popular with all classes of people, and both the ecclesiastical 

and civil hierarchy of the Kingdom of Naples came to view his work as necessary to preserve the good order of the 

realm.  For this reason, the Jesuit Superior turned down Geronimo’s request to go on mission in Asia. 

Spending the rest of his life in the Naples area, Geronimo continued giving sermons, as well as establishing houses to 

treat the sick and redeem the penitent.  Many miracles, including the healing of severe wounds and fatal diseases, were 

attributed to him.  He was also a writer and composer, and his Diu vi Salvi Regina was later chosen (in 1735) as the 

national album of Corsica. 

Geronimo died in 1716, much beloved in his community, and with his reputation extending to the far reaches of the 

Catholic world.  His eulogy was delivered by Cardinal Orsini, the future Pop Benedict XIII.  

In 1758, Pope Benedict XV declared Geronimo ‘venerable’, and intended to beatify him shortly thereafter.  However, he 

was compelled to hold off, as the Jesuit Order fell into to controversy. 

Geronimo was finally beatified in 1806, and made a saint in 1839. 

  

References: OCLC: 182547633. 

 

€950.00 
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